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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this video, I interview Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core

platform technology  (the original platform, not to be confused with the current mRNA COVID

shots), and author of "Lies My Government Told Me: And the Better Future Coming."

In my view, Malone has been one of the most prominent leaders in helping us understand the

scientiKc truth of what's actually happening with COVID and the COVID shots. Malone and his wife

Jill actually published one of the Krst books on COVID prevention and treatment. They self-

published it as an ebook on Amazon in early February 2020. Amazon deleted it the following month.

After repeated inquiries as to why the book was removed, Amazon Knally cited "violation of

community standards." "It was the Krst time we'd ever heard that phrase," Malone says. Since then,

of course, it's become the key excuse used by tech platforms of all kinds to justify the censorship

of plain truth. The removal of that book was just a small foretaste of what was to come.

The Gaping Disconnect Between Reality and the Narrative

Over the past three years, ever since he appeared on the DarkHorse podcast with Steve Kirsch in

June 2021,  he's been publicly defamed, canceled, deplatformed and had his scientiAc

accomplishments scrubbed from Wikipedia.

As explained by Malone, he was deplatformed from Twitter after posting an entirely fact-based

professionally-produced video from the Canadian COVID Care Alliance that documented how PKzer

had committed fraud in its COVID jab trials. Everything in that video was true, and still is.

"The production quality was excellent and I just retweeted it," Malone says. "LinkedIn at the

same time also whacked me. The other day I was noodling around and for some reason

clicked on a link to somebody's LinkedIn … and it brought me to this page that said

something to the effect that I should reactivate my account.

I thought, well, what do I have to lose? So, I Eled for that and did their necessary little

paperwork and they came back and said, due to my continuing violations after having been

kicked off of LinkedIn, I'm permanently banned.

And I'm scratching my head going, 'What were the continuing violations when I was kicked

off of your platform?' It's kind of circular, but I mean, none of this has to make sense. It's

whatever they say it is. That's the big lesson. Reality is whatever they say it is."

The Price of Being a Truth-Teller

Malone, like so many others, myself included, has paid a high price for choosing to speak the truth

rather than stay silent. He's sacriKced a great deal since that fateful DarkHorse podcast, which got

more than a million views in a short amount of time before it was taken down by YouTube. He's lost

business ventures, decades-long professional relationships, and much more.

"For decades, Jill and I have run a consulting business, and we've done so successfully, in

part by staying quiet and behind the scenes. That's what our clients typically like. In order

to really speak truth about what was happening here, we had to come out from under cover

and go public.

As you know, you're a poster child for this, as soon as you start speaking the truth about

these forbidden topics like vaccine safety, we were immediately attacked, which caused us

to make the decision to go to alternative media, and now to publish and Enally put this book

out.

It has been a rough road, but we've made so many new friends from all over the world that I

think that's really compensation in and of itself. Right now, we're sustaining ourselves

through Substack, and it's an interesting situation. We've never required that anybody pay

to subscribe, and so it's really kind of amazing.

We've tried to do the right thing and have not focused on commercialization. Some of my

colleagues have found themselves forced to do various things to try to keep aLoat, and

we've just tried to do the right thing and speak truth to power.

These beneEts, such as the subscribers on Substack, have just come and supported us,

and we've have had donations from other individuals, donations that came through the

Malone Institute … that have allowed us to keep going.

So, I really try not to complain or whine. One of my core messages is, yep, none of this is

fair. None of this is right. None of this is ethical, and you have to get over it. You have to

just recognize that this is the nature of the situation we're in, and it's not really personal.

It's about a system that has come to the point where the government and corporate media

just treat all of us as grist for the mill in order to reinforce whatever the narrative is that

they want to push. So, it helps to not take it personally, although it can be a little painful

from time to time."

'The Lies My Government Told Me'

As explained by Malone, the basic structure of "The Lies My Government Told Me" is like that of a

physician's approach to a new patient.

"When the patient Erst comes to you, you want to understand their main problem, their

chief complaint, and take a history and do a physical. Then you go through a process of

determining a diagnosis. What's really wrong with them? What's causing them to have that

complaint? Then you come up with a treatment plan.

That was the basic idea of the structure of the book. The Erst third of it is personal

anecdotes from people — myself, Meryl Nass, Paul Marik, Pierre Kory and many others who

have experienced directly the censorship, the deplatforming, loss of license, all these

things, so that people can have a sense of what it's really been like at the forefront; what

people have been experiencing …

The second part is an excursion, trying to get to sense-making, which really started with

Bret Weinstein's Dark Horse podcast, when he posed the question to me and to Steve

Kirsch, 'What's really behind this? Is there a grand conspiracy, a single conspiracy, or is this

an emergent phenomenon?'

I think in the end, having spent months and months running down all these little warrens,

these rabbit holes of the World Economic Forum (WEF), the central banks, Tony Fauci, the

DOD and all of that stuff, I've come to the conclusion that it is really multifactorial, and that

it is a situation where, I'm sure, there were some nefarious bad actors behind this.

But in addition, there was a lot of opportunism and people taking advantage of a system in

a situation in ways that they had kind of planned before, that when something like this

came up they would take advantage of it.

Folks like Ed Dowd … [have made it] quite clear that there were major Enancial liquidity

problems going into this, and that that opportunity was exploited to inject massive

amounts of capital and restructure the economy in ways that we're still just beginning to

appreciate as we're encountering inLation and the stagLation cycle we're in. So, the middle

part is about making sense [of the situation]."

Creating a Better Future Through Decentralization

The last part of the book is focused on the subhead of the book's title, which is about creating a

better, more humane, future. As noted by Malone, after everything we've been through during these

past three years, it can be di\cult to envision a future that doesn't involve a totalitarian One World

Government, replete with forced eugenics protocols, as envisioned by WEF founder Karl Schwab

and his transhumanist philosophy guru Yuval Noah Harari.

But there is a way. The answer is basically the converse of the problem. Since the problem, the

driver toward totalitarianism, is centralization and top-down governance, the answer lies in the

creation of self-sustainable decentralized systems and self-governance.

"How do you envision a better future when you come to grips with the dark mutterings of

Harari and Schwab, talking about transhumanism and the Fourth Industrial revolution, the

fusion of man and machine, the excess surplus labor, the need for guaranteed basic

income, the logic behind 'You will own nothing and be happy.'

Which actually has a business model behind it — when you come to terms with the

willingness of our government to suspend the Bill of Rights and fundamental ways, and the

willingness of our government to disregard the norms of bioethics that have been

established for generations? …

How do you imagine a better future when you're confronted by what is clearly a thrust

towards totalitarian control? … How do you envision a future where there's such a massive

force driving towards a centralized-command economy totalitarianism, based on the

concepts of Marxist utilitarianism?

The answer is best captured in one of the Enal chapters from a group in Italy …

IppocrateOrg. They, like the World Council for Health under Tess Lori have been very

committed to a vision of decentralization and intentional communities. They give some

great examples of what they've done, which I think are a fantastic opportunity for the world

to learn through their experience.

The physicians in Italy were censored at least as bad as the docs here in the states.

Hundreds have lost their license, ability to practice, for the sin of providing early treatment

and saving lives.

They've come together and formed this organization, and they're now starting their own

medical school, Ippocrate, and they've done very novel things, like assembled local

community groups in cities and towns throughout Italy that are engaging in training. This

includes setting up training programs for physicians to despecialize.

So, doctors that had been hospitalists, that had been focused in very narrow specialties,

are learning and have set up mentorship with primary care physicians to learn the tools of

the trade to allow them to go back to old-school medicine, to treating patients, which is

where so much of the joy comes from.

All of the things that they've been subjected to, just like many of the docs here in the United

States, have led them to conclude that corporate medicine is just not the place they want to

be …

I hope that what we can do is End our souls and move towards a future where we respect

the importance of human dignity and commit ourselves to acting in integrity, with

transparency. These are the things that we've lost.

I think what the book really brings to the fore is that all throughout the system of

governance … we've lost integrity. People are willing to lie and misrepresent and hide

behind their conLicts of interest and not disclose them. Somehow, we have to get back to a

space where that's not acceptable."

How to Win on an Uneven Playing Field

Like Malone, I believe we can win by creating new decentralized systems to replace, on our own

terms, the systems that are now falling apart. A sureKre way to lose our freedoms and everything

else is to do nothing and simply wait for the eugenics-centered cabal to replace them for us.

Because they will.

They're decades ahead of us in terms of planning and they already have new top-down centralized

systems ready to go. Programmable central bank digital currencies, digital identity and an

international vaccine passport are just a few examples that will be implemented very soon.

The playing Keld is by no means even. But we can still overcome their plans, for the simple reason

that "average people" outnumber the globalist cabal by millions to one. They need our cooperation,

or their new enslavement system won't work. We saw this with vaccine mandates.

No one, at least not in the U.S., was ever held down and injected at gun point. They used every

conceivable and inconceivable method of coercion, yes, but they couldn't use physical force.

One reason for that is because there's too many of us. They need us to enter their system by choice,

even if it's a coerced choice. So, our greatest weapon is simply refusal, to say no, even if it costs us

in the short-term, and to instead enter into and support emerging parallel alternative systems.

One example of this is the emergence of alternative free-speech social media platforms and online

payment systems to replace Google, Facebook, Twitter, PayPal, GoFundMe or EventBrite.

No one actually "has to" use any of those platforms anymore, because there are alternatives that

won't mine and sell your personal data, censor your viewpoints, Kne you for wrongthink or dictate

who you can and cannot send money to. So, make the switch sooner rather than later. Support the

alternatives that are cropping up rather than feeding a beast intent on swallowing you whole.

Our Immediate Challenges

Granted, some of our immediate challenges will indeed be challenging and will require our

participation. Coming right up is the planned implementation of an international vaccine passport.

The World Health Organization is also seeking to attain the sole authority to dictate the global

response to declared pandemics. Can a decentralized model be successful in the face of the global

cabal continuing their efforts to eliminate our freedoms? Malone responds:

"I'm being hit with multiple requests for press commentary about this new position that the

G20 has taken in favor of personal ID health certiEcates to restrict global travel. I fear that

things have progressed to such a point that we may not be able to overcome the

momentum that confronts us.

The modiEcation of the international health regulations is proposed to be backed by the

World Trade Organization as the enforcement arm for the World Health Organization, so

that they'll be able to impose sanctions on noncompliant countries.

Had we had a major red wave [in the midterm] elections, I would've been more optimistic.

But I fear that this will get pushed through under this administration this summer … I'm of

the opinion that to a signiEcant extent, they will have their way with us. So, what do you do

in the face of that? What do you do in the face of this profound evil? …

I've just come back from a three-day meeting in Mexico City with a group of very intelligent

folks that are very active in business and investment, and many of them are establishing

their own local intentional communities. My sense is that there is a reasonable chance that

we will see these local consortium collections of intentional communities pop up all over

the world.

The opportunity is to create some way for them to come together and form their own

network, their own matrix. My concern is that right now we're so dependent on an internet

that is subject to arbitrary and capricious modiEcation from the ICANN [the Internet

governance] committee or others. There are some fundamental problems we have to solve,

but I think there are ways that we can approach this.

The solution cannot be imposed or created by any one person or even a small group of

people, because then we'll end up falling into exactly the same trap. I think that it has to

emerge organically, from many different groups from all over the world, interacting with

each other.

But I think what we can do is envision a process to enable it. I think that process starts by

deEning what the need is. What it is that we as a community of independent thinkers and

networks need?

I think we can envision a process where key people come together, representing their

communities, and deEne what it is that we want to see in a decentralized world, and what

the problems are in getting there. Once we deEne what those are, then we can start

working on coming up with solutions to that problem set."

How to Avoid Groupthink Traps

Malone suggests we learn the lessons presented in Irving Janis' book "Victims of Groupthink," in

which he points out that the most effective way to avoid the kinds of policy Kascos the U.S.

government Knds itself in on a regular basis is to create completely separate problem-solving

groups that do not interact with each other.

Each group is given a common set of problems (which is why our problems need to be deKned), and

each group then comes up with their own solutions. Only then are the groups brought together to

share their ideas.

"That way you have independent solutions coming from a diverse array of different people

from different cultures and nation states," he says. "Then, [we] come together and see if we

can End common ground among those. I think that's a process that could work. But I'm very

wary of anybody who thinks they have the answer right now.

I think I might be able to help facilitate [such] a process, so, what I'm trying to focus on is,

how could we get there? Not saying, 'Oh, I know the answer, we need to do this or do that.'

There are a lot of classic traps that the medical freedom movement is starting to End itself

in, and one of those is the trap of cults of personality. It's easy to get caught up in the fame

and adulation, but I think we really have to Eght that and come together in a way that does

not set up any one person to be the leader, but rather enables all of us to be leaders."

More Information

To learn more, be sure to pick up a copy of "Lies My Government Told Me: And the Better Future

Coming." Malone also has a great Substack, where he publishes one to two articles a day, and an

incredibly active GETTR account. You can also Knd him on Gab and TRUTH Social.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Humanity owes gratitude to Dr. Mercola, Kennedy, Jr, Dr. Malone and many scientists and doctors for the valence of establishing the truth

of the genocide that is unfolding in humanity and marking a course to Kght against the criminals of the WEF, the G20, the WHO, Big

Pharma, BigTeg, Big Money, government institutions and all those who want to lead humanity to disease and depopulation. We must

select independent media in group communication, with the formation of vindication and improvement teams among capable people who

Knd ways out of the traps that propaganda has created in a defenseless society dominated by the power of psychopathic minds.

All over the world, people have been misled by both their governments and the media with the devastating consequences of the Covid-19

“pandemic”. The WEF's Great Reset envisions a system of “Global Governance” based on depopulation and corrupt powerful Knancial and

political interests to plunge the entire world into a spiral of mass unemployment, bankruptcy, extreme poverty and despair. President

Biden put in place a strong Corona lockdown and is a supporter of the Great Reset to be implemented or more correctly "imposed"

throughout the world. It is a new and destructive phase of US imperialism.

it is a totalitarian project of economic and social engineering, which ultimately destroys people's lives. An initiative is also contemplated

in Bastille 2022 that refers not only to the restoration of these fundamental rights, it is also the creation of a mass movement that

questions the legitimacy and authority of the architects of this insidious project that in general terms emanates from Big Money, Big

Pharma, the Information Technology Conglomerates, the Security Appliances, Intelligence, the Military Industrial Complex, Big Energy

and the Corporate Media. www.globalresearch.ca/road-ahead-building-worldwide-movement-against-c..  (09/25/2022)
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Another initiative: HALT VACCINE PASSPORTS AND STOP GENOCIDE 2030 - EVERY HUMAN BEING MUST FIGHT FOR FREEDOM

NOW. By Ana Maria Mihalcea, MD, PhD.--- The 2030 Agenda includes the plan of 500 vaccines for every human being on Earth in

the next 8 years. you read correctly Digital Identity must be stopped. The research work of Dr. David Nixon, Shimon Yanowitz, The

Fifth Column, and many other scientists around the world has clearly shown that C19 vaccines contain the technological

infrastructure described in the Great Reset Agenda, of which digital identiKcation and the vaccination passport are the main ones.

key component. Live blood tests around the world show alarming Kndings of self-assembling structures. Humanity is being

irreversibly altered and the awakening process is too slow. Today many scientists took part in a livestream event in New Zealand

for the right of a baby boy named Will to receive a transfusion of unvaccinated blood. Why does a baby matter in New Zealand?

Because all over the world we must Kght for the right to obtain unadulterated blood. Globally we must Kght for the preservation of

human beings who have not been merged with technology. Your destiny and the destiny of a baby in New Zealand are linked, since

we are all part of the family of human beings.

This is a war for the freedom to remain unadulterated humans and not be transformed into genetically modiKed Cyborgs. Here is

the message from Dr. Rima Laibow: If you live in the US, please take this step of action by sending this link and posting it on all

your social media, newsletters, websites, etc.: preventgenocide2030.org/halt-vaccine-passports  .If you live outside of the US,

please read on. anamihalceamdphd.substack.com/p/halt-vaccine-passports-and-stop-genoci..  (12/04/2022)
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Hi Guillermou, history is a LIE agreed upon..OK ,. .Napoleon....We agree that it so........
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Guillermou.....you are good, your research is EXCEPTIONAL your COMMENTs are historical.
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Thanks Leahoz. It is necessary to help these parents and their baby, clean blood is necessary for the people who need it. Sam and

Cole want to ensure their baby Will - who's 4 months old and needs open heart surgery - has un-jabbed blood. But the government's

Blood Bank won't allow them that human right of the freedom to choose what goes in Will's body. Samantha and Cole have asked

the world to help spread the word in order to raise pressure upon the various o\cials in New Zealand to force them to come to

their senses.

In the Knal link actions for today Sunday December 4, 2022.----- FREEDOM TO CHOOSE CLEAN BLOOD

rumble.com/v1xllk6-freedom-to-choose-clean-blood.html  .-----THE ADDED INSANITY: Rather than honor Will’s parents’ wishes,

the hospital is taking them to court in an attempt to take legal control of the situation and force Will to undergo the surgery using

blood that may include donated blood from people who have been jabbed.

anamihalceamdphd.substack.com/p/save-baby-will-new-zealand-truthaton?u..  (12/03/20022)
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"Violation of community standards." Seeing as the community wants to know the information this tag line of censorship pretty well

Kts the deKnition of an oxymoron. Then again, what community are they talking about? From all the twist, turns, smoke & mirrors,

jack boot on the throats of independent researchers, even those once deep in the system, one must conclude the community

standard guidelines being enforced are the whims and desires within their own 0.1% circles and those who maintain and serve

them. Consensus is an extremely powerful tool yet has the weakness of GroupThink to contend with. The solution offered is more

than one group to explore solutions & if it includes the ability of all layers of humanity to be able to express concerns and solutions

in the decentralized consensus way is a strong possible answer to the GroupThink problem.

Keep in mind this top down thou shalt, thou shalt not approach through the Scam-demic has exposed not just the corruption and

the means to achieve the goals of this corruption in Big Pharma, but across the board in all the Global Monopolies who support

and prop one another up. The whole notion 'we are the experts, trust us, you just don't understand,' is no longer a foundation the

Para$itic Predator$ can stand on.
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'Lies My Government Told Me, and the Better Future Coming'
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology (the original platform, not the current mRNA COVID

shots), has published a new book, “Lies My Government Told Me: And the Better Future Coming,” in which he analyzes the tyranny we

currently face, and how to get out from under it

*

The Krst part of the book reviews the reality of censorship of medical and scientiKc truth during the COVID pandemic, and the emergence of

global totalitarianism

*

The second part tries to answer the question, “Who or what is behind it all?” Malone believes it’s a combination of bad actors with nefarious

intent, and opportunism

*

The last part of the book is focused on how to create a better future. A major part of the answer lies in creating decentralized, local

intentional communities, and to create the potential for networking between them on a national and international level, while remaining

independent and self-governed

*

A good way to avoid groupthink that results in policy Kascos is to establish completely separate problem-solving groups that do not interact

with each other. Only after each group has independently come up with their own ideas do they come together to share, analyze and Knd

common ground

*
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GUI, no truer words written. And to the Front Line Doctors, Dr. Sherri Tenpenny, and never forget Dr. Ryan Cole. There the many who

stood, who lost much, but stood. And i am thankful every single day for them.
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Yes, JUST, and NOTHINGSOUND, humanity needs leaders to guide us to overcome "Violation of community standards." and the

loss of integrity. Ed Dowd, Tom Lewis, and their Maui colleagues diagnosed loss of integrity as a core problem contributing to the

COVID crisis in virtually every government and corporate "vertical," and developed a solution they (generously) dubbed the

"DOCTRINE MALONE". THE MALONE DOCTRINE. A DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE. FROM THE DECISIONS OF INSTITUTIONS

THAT LACK INTEGRITY. “It is the beneKciaries of knowledge who assign value to a proposal only through criticism and relentless

scrutiny. Establish the free and open exchange of information and establish as a duty the authority to serve as custodians of all the

data that constitute the basis of our decisions......" in the link “For what shall it proKt a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and

lose his own soul?” -Mark 8:36. rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/integrity-lost?utm_source=proKle&utm_me..  (11/28/2022)
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JustSteve evidently the "Violation of community standards" concerns nothing more or less than free speech. So by invoking their

"Community standards" (Translation: Free speech strictures and by extension, attempted thought control), those sources are

severely discrediting themselves.
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I agree with everything you’ve just said, Gui (and probably everything you always say). I was delighted to see that the Chinese

government ceased their armed-thug lockdowns.
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Thank you, SARAH, Yes, Chinese citizens were pushed beyond what they could tolerate by the totalitarian Zero Covid policies of

China, which made people digital slaves of WEF-style AI-powered digital tracking and subjected to undescribable restrictions.

People Knally rose up, destroyed testing booths, fought with the hazmat-clad Covid goons, and forced the government of China to

surrender and give up Zero Covid. igorchudov.substack.com/p/china-ends-lockdowns-says-covid-is?utm_sourc..  (12/04/2022)
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More evidence of BS (BullS**) and MS (More S**) and PhD (Piled High and Deep):

www.foxnews.com/politics/fauci-emailed-friend-saying-masks-ineffective..  Fauci caught red handed as two attorneys generals

Kled a lawsuit, uncovering emails from Fauci to a friend, stating that masks are "ineffective" while he continued to mandate their

use! expose-news.com/2022/11/24/secret-cdc-report-1million-americans-died-s..  Secret CDC report reveals more than 1 million

excess US deaths connected to COVID "vaccines" palexander.substack.com/.../us-military-doctor-testiKes-she  US Military Doctor

testiKes she was ordered to cover up "Vaccine" injuries

bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/american-domestic-bioterrorism-program#%C..  A never-ending list of o\cial documents prove

just sooo much corruption.
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Thanks, Gui! Yeah, I fear this is what will start happening globally.
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I honestly do not know if there is any effectiveness in sending emails to representatives. How do we know they are not bought and

paid for, or indoctrinated? Or even care? I'm well aware that petitions are a waste of effort, and if these representatives are also in

mass formation (or whatever you want to call it) what can we actually DO? I have zero argument with anything you have said, being

exactly on the same page, but HOW to Kght back I do not know. I also know that they WANT us to feel that Kghting back is futile,

but I need to see a path other than sending emails to people who aren't going to pay any attention to them anyway.

My view on the just-passed elections: the Republicans screwed themselves to hell but injecting fundamentalist Christianity into

their platforms. By putting the anti-abortion agenda so prominently (look at AZ races) they caused a huge percentage of

pro-choice people to vote Democratic. This was such IDIOCY. Why is it that THESE people, who want to force their religion down

people's throats, end up being candidates for high o\ces? In AZ we had to choose the lesser evil, and most people decided that

the Democratic candidates were the lesser evil. Nobody ran that I would want to vote for, and I suspect that was by design.
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js - I Knd it interesting that early in the interview Malone talks about being censored and later he talks about having to censor his

Substack readers. I've been on Substack much longer than he has and I've never censored anyone. As was pointed out in

yesterdays newsletter, he is now trying to sort of post-censor Died Suddenly. He would garner a lot more respect if he would divest

from the vaccine industry.
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In defense of patients to defend the freedom of information of doctors: Attorneys for CHD on Thursday sued California Attorney

General Rob Bonta and the Osteopathic Medical Board of California over California's new law that subjects the state's doctors to

discipline — including the suspension of their medical licenses — for sharing “misinformation” or “disinformation” about COVID- 19

with their patients. Attorneys Rick Jaffe, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., CHD chairman and chief litigation counsel, and Mary Holland, CHD

president and general counsel, Kled the suit in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of California on behalf of plaintiffs Dr.

LeTrinh Hoang, Physicians for Informed Consent and Children's Health Defense California Chapter.

Attorneys for Children’s Health Defense (CHD) on Thursday sued California Attorney General Rob Bonta and the Osteopathic

Medical Board of California over California’s new law that subjects the state’s doctors to discipline — including the suspension of

their medical licenses — for sharing “misinformation” or “disinformation” about COVID-19 with their patients. “The notion that the

state can limit the information patients can receive from their doctors about deeply personal and important matters is

constitutionally intolerable,” Jaffe said. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-federal-lawsuit-california-pun..  (12/02/2022)
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Nouns and adjectives are just ideas and thoughts. Verbs are actions. I will not take responsibility for my noun or adjective words,

but will take responsibility for my verbs spoken. If someone does not like or approve of my thoughts and ideas, they can go and

jump in a lake. I'm done with the Word Judges.
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A Malone perspective on the o\cial immunization schedule for children in the United States: Dr. Robert Malone has three words

for it: This is corruption. Malone wrote an opinion piece this week criticizing the CDC for planning to add gene-editing injections to

the list of injections required for children in the United States to attend school. “I am shocked by the misconduct,” Malone says of

the CDC's action plan. “I have no conKdence at all in our public health. "If this product gets on the children's schedule, Congress

has no say in funding." “In addition, if the emergency use authorization (EUA) wanes, then the companies' liability would continue

under the children's schedule. This is corruption." www.lifesitenews.com/news/this-is-corruption-dr-robert-malone-blasts-c..

 (10/22 /2022)
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NATURAL IMMUNITY, MRNA "BOOSTERS" AND COVID. Highlights from recent scientiKc literatura. Robert W Malone MD, MS “The

adverse event rate with these vaccines is extremely high. At this point, the risk of an adverse event is much, much more than the

risk of severe disease from the circulating Omicron variants. But we all know this already, right?. Clearly, the results are in. Natural

immunity is best against Omicron.” rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/natural-immunity-mrna-boosters-and?utm_sourc..

 (12/04/2022)
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FOUND DEAD AT HOME AFTER COVID-19 VACCINATION. Autopsy Series Finds an Array of Fatal Vaccine Syndromes. By Peter A.

McCullough, MD, MPH So the report has told us: 1) 71% of deaths that occur within 20 days of taking vaccine appear to be due to

conditions well known to occur with COVID-19 vaccination, 2) inxammation in the heart was coincident with the same pattern of

inxammation in the arm.  Thus we can conclude death within a few days of vaccination is most likely due to the genetic product

and that inxammation in the arm may be a surrogate for a similar process in the heart. The very high yield of post-vaccination

autopsy should spur families and physicians to push for post-mortem exams so we can learn more on how this medical procedure

is leading to such a large loss of human life. petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/found-dead-at-home-after-covid-19?utm..

 (12/04/2022)l
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Mirandola, this isn’t a surprise. Fauci was trying to retire ahead of prosecution. And if he’s inducted, I hope he sings like a canary.

 These days, while I rarely leave my farm, when I do, I still wear a mask. It’s not because I fear Covid. I fear exposure of jabbed

people.
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Is Robert Malone legitimate and real truth and freedom Kghter? I think some people know who Dr Peter Breggin and his wife are.

Dr Malone, instead of debating Peter Breggin on the merits of his mass formation psychosis ideas, he sued him! After reading this

article many will change their positive stance on Malone and will start thinking more critically about him. This article is worth to

read. Every sentence is invaluable. Robert Malone Sues the Breggins for $25 Million

 www.americaoutloud.com/robert-malone-sues-the-breggins-for-25-million/
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ROBERT W. MALONE M.D., M.S.'S POSTS.- childrenshealthdefense.org/.../robert-w-malone-m-d
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Please don't forget to give credit to Dr.Peter McCullough....he has sacriKced much to tell the truth.
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..."They used every conceivable and inconceivable method of coercion, yes, but they couldn't use physical force.".... wait until the Dems

succeed at abolishing the 2nd Amendment. They will then force everyone to comply to getting the genetic altering jabs. Never give up

your guns! It's the only thing stopping the Marxist/Communist Dems from making the USA a police state. Take your children out of the

indoctrination camps (public schools). This is where all of this craziness starts. The public schools are the epitome of socialism. It's a

one size Kts all system that dictates who succeeds and who fails. It discourages free thinking. You must think the way they tell you to

think. Even the name "Public Educational System" is a lie/deception. It should be called The Social Engineering System.
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I don't require a man made document for permission to protect my family and I. My right to safety (and all rights) comes from God

our Creator.
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arlen1 you are so right on target. Its the (government) educational system. Most all of us older people remember the governmental

scares of our educational results "falling behind China (the Asians), Russia..." and so on. Yes, the states and commonwealths NEED

federal money to "compete". Most of us knew this day was coming as soon as the states etc, began accepting the "free money".

Governor George Allen in VA attempted to refuse the fed money and my goodness you would have thought the zombies had

invaded the children's nurseries and were sucking out their blood... and the world would stop turning and we would never be able to

compete in this new international level of scholarly (in) eptitude.

The "trusters" fell for it hook line and sinker and here we are. If something can be done to stop the one world government

(remember the "evil far right 'John Burchers' " warned us of these days as far back as 1956) NOW our Krst NEXT step is to take

back the education of our children. If nothing is done to undo this present disaster we cannot escape as these government

educated children are now beyond help and hope, and they're "UP"--as in "batter up" its your turn. stay vigilant, stay informed.
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YES! his is how Hitler gained control, disarmed the people. My friend from high school saw her father gunned doe=wn at their front

door because he spoke gainst them. Another lost her family in Auschwitz. They are NOT nice people with a great concern for

others. They care only for themselves and if they felt necessary, would sacriKce their own mothers to gain more power and money

for themselves. My neighbor was a teacher but quit when her Krst child was born, homeschooled all 4. Beautiful young people

capable of thinking for themselves, making decisions. They do not rely on others to tell them what to think.
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Calling the public school system "Social Engineering System" is putting it politely! I would call it Fascism or even Marxism.
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Everything you're seeing today is done by design.. Been happening for aeons, carefully Crafted and moulded in the image and

likeness of the beast, the wanna be ruler that's out to destroy everything God has created.. Be very leary of your attachment, this

could potentially lead you down the path of destruction..
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I'm surprised the Malones, non practicing physicians, thought to publish a covid treatment ebook in "early Feb, 2020." They would have to

have written it in Jan. But at that time the covid scam was beginning in Wuhan, it wasn't widespread yet. What motivated the quiet, in the

shadows Mallones to jump in before covid was here? Breggins reported Mallone's 2021 resume showed his membership in ACTIV. That

group's mission is to encourage uptake of the covid shots and its members include Gates and Fauci. Statements of fact are not

defamation. Early on I noticed Malone pushed out Tenpenny, Lee Merritt and ingratiated himself with Mercola, Bigtree, Dowd, and

Childrens Health Defense. Most recently, he is criticizing Peter McCullough and Harvey Risch. While he says some things that resonate

with our beliefs we must look at the total picture of this man. He is inconsistent in word and deed. He is a pied piper, a Trojan horse.
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I will simply repeat that Malone did not realize the evil that was going on. He himself had two jabs, and IIFC had a heart attack after

the second one, which caused him to come to an abrupt halt and start looking differently at what was going on. He up until then

had no reason to suspect the actuality of what was occurring, and I believe it took him some time to get there. Why punish

someone for somewhat belated realization? Why not reward someone for Kguring it out and taking action based on new

knowledge? Have you never, ever, changed your view of something after you got new data? At the beginning of this, I believed it all

too. I wouldn't allow workers in my house without a mask. Then I Kgured it out, and went totally the other way. Am I also a pied

piper, a Trojan horse, or am I someone who had the intellectual ability to change direction when I realized the truth?
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That's because it was already here and they knew it. Thousands of people were xying back and forth between China and the USA

everyday. Sewer samples collected around the world tested positive for SARS-Cov-2 as far back as July 2019 and it was found in

nearly every sewer sample around the world as early as Aug/Sep 2019. The US government hides that tidbit of information from

the public. The saddest part is that no one was dying from respiratory infections prior to March 2020. That's when the FDA gave

EUA for Remdesivir. No one died from covid19. They died by the hands of the medical maKa. They made BILLIONS of dollars on it!
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YES! Just as we must not take Musk at fsce value, after all, he wants chips implanted in our brains, lanning on starting trials in 6

months!  ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS!
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM
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Hi! I watched the reality completion’ show called The Mole. It’s a good watch, and displays how people act when they are part of a

system where they can make $$ if they both tell the truth and deceive, cooperate and manipulate and help and disrupt for their

own gain, within the bigger agenda. Also noteworthy was how the camera and show edits, helped The Mole keep its cover. A bit of

a brag, I knew who the Mole was very early on. For me, the moral of the story is the truth is discernible.. 1) look into their eyes and

2) look for consistency, they will reveal themselves. God Bless
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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I believe I was hit with the Covid bioweapon in October of 2019, long before it was o\cially announced.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Dear Luvvvy, a great description of The Mole. Linking to manipulation in Spain, there is a video about the Great Reset and a website

with great information. On the truth of the Plandemic. THE FALSE PANDEMIC: Assumed as real by almost everyone, it has been

possible thanks to a society not used to thinking for itself but to assuming “o\cial truths”. J.L Martinez In the midst of all this orgy

of arrogance, totalitarian ambitions and manipulation, there are still brave and well-prepared voices in the disciplines that concern

them; from epidemiologists, geneticists, molecular biologists, biochemists, lawyers, prestigious journalists and even Nobel Prize

winners, who have been alerting and denouncing the situation in which we Knd ourselves for some time.

These are the people they give a voice to in this documentary, to get a message of truth to as many people as possible. The

synthesis made, the quality of the professionals interviewed and good production in just 18 minutes, make this documentary one

of the best compilations of information made to date in Spanish on the Covid19 pandemic. An elite has decided that the pressure

will not stop until we accept their conditions and are "responsible" citizens and obedient to their "temporary" dictatorial measures.

Pressure exerted through a media monopoly that sows fear day after day. Overwhelming the population with Kgures and data

manipulated with the intention of confusing and making people lose their sense of reality, while little by little they are undermining

freedoms. They have created a Kctitious and frightening scenario with which, in barely a year, they have carried out policies that

under normal conditions would seem unthinkable. https://elinvestigador.org/  .-------thebigresetmovie.com/el-documental-2
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Yeah, Malone could have taken 2 jabs of saline solution for all you know. Don't be naive.
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I like Dr Malone but I do believe he has this wrong. You really believe we can develop these communities and sustain them? History has

taught me one thing and that the only way out of tyranny is war. Short term it will work but the one world government will keep getting

more and more powerful. Does not take much to look around and know the path we are headed. I work with highly educated people and I

am the only one unvaccinated. The removal of God and our weak government Churches is why this is happening. We will be killing

Christians here before we ever repent.
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"The only way out of tyranny is war". WRONG! The Iron Curtain fell when people protested peaceably! It required no bloodshed, and

this was in multiples of countries. Haven't we all noticed? When people get violent or disorderly, the media immediately jumps in to

discredit. In fact, it could be that those who get violent in protests, are paid to do so for the pure sake of discrediting. This is

realism, not conspiracy theory, and wherever that refrain is cawed like repeating parrots, I suggest that people substitute the word

"DENIAL" instead. Fact: Sin is as old as Adam and Eve, and human freewill is the ongoing reality in our lives, and the subject of

discussion by ALL religions. In fact, denial can be hazardous, even sometimes, dangerous. Is it wise to trust canned/coached

speeches?
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Sad but true! They are already controlling many church leaders. Throughout history Christians have been persecuted. Any strong

group is persecuted because they are a threat! Rome is not far away, but at 82, what can they do, kill me? I have lived a long life,

blessed by God's love and protection, when i die, I know where I go. No family left to threaten. I do care for those, friends left

behind. Most have the same promise I have.  As for highly educated people, I have found that many have NO COMMON HORSE

SENSE, DO NOT KNOW TO COME IN OUT OF THE RAIN! Book learning won't save them when there is no food in the stores, do they

know how to forage, hunt, Knd shelter when there is no house for them??? God gave us all we need, we just have to seek it out and

use it. I use only herbs to control my diabetes, no meds from the drugstore. If we just let go and let God handle things, it works

much better.
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The tree sways as the wind blows..Nutten new under the sun.. Plan your defences well everyone..
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PeaceIsExpensive
Joined On 10/23/2022 12:37:35 PM
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Mirandola, the soviets collapsed because Reagan forced them into bankruptcy with decades of war -- a cold war with numerous

hot spots, but war nonetheless. Some wars are external, some are internal, but violence is the only way to stop tyrants.
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Segstar
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Lies and deception have been with us since the original sin..So to is "war." We been at war since then, as an example when David

fought Goliath was that at a wedding, Bar mitzvah, or some other religious festival? Wake up people, have it not occurred to you

that from time to time we'll have to Kght the good Kght just to keep this evil from destroying our humanity -whatever is left of it

anyways.. I'm not a violent person but in this crazy time we're living in, I believe it's best to be prepared on all fronts, Spiritually and

physically.Keep your barrels well oiled and your powder dry..
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This is a lot worse and much more powerful than the Iron Curtain could ever be!
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gir4732. Read this article. Dr Robert Malone is suing Dr Peter Breggin for $25 Million. Many would change their positive opinion

about Malone after reading. Dr Malone sued him instead of debating Peter Breggin on the merits of his mass formation psychosis

ideas. Something wrong is going on here.  www.americaoutloud.com/robert-malone-sues-the-breggins-for-25-million/
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They’ve done it before. 1918 xu amongst the people with a clue back then we’re constantly discussing the freshly vcntd military and

“shedding.” While others questioned the electricity their bodies were newly introduced to for the telegraph. Also Teslas electric fair was in

the late 1890’s. And very suddenly demolished the day after it ended. So was there other electricity other than the telegraph as well in

some places? Did the rich have it before the dates history has written? Read The Invisible Rainbow by A. Firstenberg and you will know

about electricity & illness like you never imagined. “Wireless” and wiK isn’t great, it’s now living in a microwave.

In fact some are living in above 2.4ghz, which is the frequency our microwave radiates our food at. WiK is 2.4ghz, pushed into getting a

new router and told yours wasn’t working or you just need to upgrade? Odds are you’re higher than 2.4ghz now or will be. Can’t sleep

anymore? Relentless tinnitus? Night time severe leg cramps? ( displaced water in our body caused by wireless, same as a cold spot when

you microwave a dish) nutrient/mineral deKciencies? Magnesium deKciency? Wireless and what they’ve stolen or put in our food/soil.

Anxiety or depression that’s unlike you? A sense something isn’t right, but can’t explain it? ( btw they knew this would occur, people

sensing non native emfs and their impact on our body’s and our earths energy Keld, but an inability to explain it or fear of looking crazy

trying to explain it) but of course their handy “ conspiracy theorist “ will be drawn on them.

Here’s where it’s even more diabolical. Many will blame this anxiety and depression on the state of the world, love and concern for their

children’s future, Knances, always wondering what will these people pull next? And that’s certainly enough to cause anxiety and

depression. BUT, they’re not sharing the suicide rates with us. If someone is in a heavy emf are removed to an area with much less, they

Knd they’re much..
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WHO is behind this? To quote the "Church Lady" in SNL....Could it beeeeeeeee S-A-T-A-N???????  God Bless, and remeber Satan NEVER

ever wins. Ever.
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Aye indeed...Get to the root of the problem..Until then we'll continue to spin wheels..
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Wow, this is exactly right! Small-group and local has been an area of deep interest to me. My substack article from today is about that.

andrewcartermacdonald.substack.com/p/the-small-group-is-the-unit-of-tr..  Onward!
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Thanks Andrew MacDonald for your substack. Leo: "This is a time for risk-taking and rising to serious challenges. The greater the

capacity of the individuals to serve the whole, the more the group consciousness is clariKed and available to all." I have also had

the opportunity and pleasure to participate in and lead Improvement Teams and Quality Circles at the University aimed primarily at

achieving excellence. In fact staff involvement in quality improvement stemmed primarily from W. Z Ouchi Theory, an attempt to

bring "management" to the Japanese American model.

Oriented organization model according to motivation theories, which conceived the organized system as a team in the spirit of

cooperation, mutual trust and personal skills is essential. Some conditions that must be met to form an improvement team or

quality circle are: ----1) The objectives and tasks must be explained so that they are understood by all. ----2) Commitment to the

team members with the objectives. ----3) Communication between team members must be open, accurate and e\cient, the

exchange of ideas and feelings. ----4) trust, acceptance and support among team members must be achieved.

----5) The team must use the skills, knowledge, experience and abilities of each of its members. ----6) Participation in work must

be equitable. ----7) Faced with possible confrontations, they have to know the situation and promote constructive behavioral

solutions. --8) They must know and apply appropriate decision making and problem solving. Teamwork brings richness in

approaches, encourages innovation, represents groups and legitimizes decisions. This training also allowed me to be a member of

teacher evaluation teams, allowing for greater support and advice to my colleagues.
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Thanks Gui. I'll be sure to check out W.Z. Ouchi Theory. When you say that objectives and tasks must be explained so that they are

understood by all, I go to thinking that people often fail to understand what they're told because they have a "hidden loyalty" to

another worldview. Hidden worldviews keep us tied to people we're deeply connected to - our religion or parents or country for

example, or our spouses. If we're told something that jeapordizes those connections we'll be unable to really hear them.  That's

part of why "the truth" is so hard to see, because we're invisibly wedded to another truth. That need to safeguard our already

understanding trumps reason. That's why I think that meeting at the level of the human and ordinary, rather than ideological

correctness, is important too.
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I understand the distrust of Dr. Malone, but for two things: 1. Everyone is capable of redemption. Dr. Malone, like Robert Oppenheimer,

was paid by the global elite to create something neither stopped to question the intentions. But once both were used for nefarious

purposes, regretted being led by such evil. 2. I trust that if Dr. Mercola trusts Malone, I have to believe he’s vetted him thoroughly.  Given

the global elite’s power, for Dr. Malone is risking his life, like Kingston, Mercola et al, to speak up, it’s clear his consciousness was raised.
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Yes, Sarah, everyone has the right to improve. Perseverance, really wanting to change, believing it and repeating, are the most

effective tools to banish non-conscious errors and replace it with the new positive habit. The best that we have within us is

possible to increase. Our lives are too complex, therefore starting to improve them requires trying different strategies in each area

of our routine or trying to take action with big changes.--------- Dr. Malone's words in his substack: “The repetition has merit in this

case; our opponents seem to believe that the ends justify the means, and their cause is compelling enough (in their minds) to

justify any censorship, smear, disinformation, or misinformation deployed to support their cause.

In their minds, they are Kghting for a higher cause (Globalism? Utilitarianism? Socialism/Marxism? Totalitarianism? Fascism?) that

justiKes discarding ethics and the foundations of respect for the integrity and dignity of others” Also, this has become tribalism

and showing tribal allegiance, and it's not about me, or you, or medical freedom, or anything rational. It's about mob formation, or

mob psychosis, mob formation, or whatever term you want to apply to the phenomenon so painstakingly described and

documented by Freud." Because I was once one of the most prominent members of the Twitter and Linked In communities

speaking out about the lack of ethics and safety in the EUA mRNA vaccine mandate and implementation policies, I was considered

an inxuence. important on those platforms.” rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/sins-of-information-warfare?utm_source=proK..

 (11/26/2022)v.------ THE MALONE DOCTRINE. A DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE. FROM THE DECISIONS OF INSTITUTIONS

THAT LACK INTEGRITY. rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/integrity-lost?utm_source=proKle&utm_me..  (11/28/2022)
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Gui, absolutely! I used to work in biotech, which is something I'm not proud to admit. I used to believe the company I worked for

was doing good for people. Part of accepting that they're no more interested in helping people as the joke of a justice system is

what led me to where I am today: distrustful of Big Pharma, Big Government, Big Ag, etc. Today I am a very different person from

who I was 15 years ago. We're all capable of growth.
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Malone developed the mRNA technology but had NOTHING to do with the "vaccines." I think he is only now realizing that a level of

evil that he is himself incapable of even contemplating, is at work in the world. When you have no evil in you, it's di\cult to

understand the level that is out there. I think Malone is one of the sanest, and I appreciate most about him his refusal to descend

into fear-mongering. You cannot Kght fear with fear because fear is the problem; everything that has ensued is because people

gave into fear. All those jabs, masks, social isolating, shut-downs of everything, were because people accepted that there was

something out there that was SO fearful that these actions were reasonable. It gave the power to those who are simply continuing

on the path they started decades ago.  Breggin decided to attack Malone because Malone has NOT descended into insanity and

fear mongering. I am very, very happy that Mercola has not taken the same path.
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But for redemption, salvation, one must truly repent and ask forgiveness! This where the elite will fail for they do not consider they

have sinned. I think if Malone proves his repentance, we give him the beneKt of the doubt.  As you say, Dr. Mercola has surely

checked him out forward and backward before trusting him. To not do so would be to put his own head on the chopping block.
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Dordee, I hear you. I think the work Dr. Malone is doing to expose the truth IS his redemption.
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Considering Dr. Malone's recent disparaging remarks about Died Suddenly, I would be very interested in hearing his take on all the

patents that Karen Kingston has uncovered and the obviously nefarious intent the government agencies appear to have had from

the beginning. Her proof isn't just hear-say or opinion. It is in black and white, accessible by all. Please tell us of your opinion of

Karen Kingston, Dr. Malone.
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Those who want perfect friends should get a dog. Even they will pee on the rugs.
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The Chinese take to the streets, Musk reveals govt. control of media, Brandon's brain on neocon money-laundering juice, PharmaPhauchi

and Zelensky's conjob (Blackmail/war proKteering?)...while network hypnosis keeps Joe 6pack watchin CIA's own Norah O'donnell,

pro-football and tryin to do Christmas on shrunken "Biden Bucks." It will take more than continuing the age-old call for decentralization

when the 90% are totally dependent on the system. No question; the media, defense, pharma, energy and food rackets have assumed

ownership of the planet and the elite swamp creatures move money in circles back to their own pockets.....How much pain will it take

before Americans get pissed off and take to the streets?
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Propaganda dominates, propaganda pulls the strings of the globalists and some like Putin manage the propaganda, but since

independence as a nation, they try to inxuence society with their way of expressing themselves to achieve the support of the

population that interests them. This situation is leaving two totally different ways of making propaganda that seeks to generate

opinions, emotions, attitudes and behaviors in the sector they are targeting. Volodimir Zelensky is addressing the public in NATO

countries in the hope that this body will intervene on behalf of Ukraine, which demonstrates the "weakness of Ukraine" in relying on

a third body.

In addition, the president of Ukraine appears before the cameras as if he were in a combat shirt to "give the impression that he is

on the front line and is suffering the same as the Ukrainian people" and he always comes out surrounded by the rest of the

combatants. He is not in the presidential palace, which rexects "commitment to his people, but also a lack of control." On the other

hand, Vladimir Putin knows that the image of Russia and his personal image is very di\cult to change and the public he speaks to

is mainly Russian.

"This determines the contents, with references to the past and history, and he does it in Russian to address his people and the

large group of Ukrainians who speak this language," says Pablo Sapag. The Russian president always intervenes from the Kremlin

in a suit and tie to give "a feeling of control and absolute security of what is happening." Putin always intervenes from the palace

and distances himself from his meetings, to emphasize that it is "an action of the Russian state" and that it has "everything under

control."
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The evidence projects that Putin does not want Globalism, nor G20 passports. A relaxed and humorous Putin spoke for more than

an hour in his opening remarks and then answered questions for another two and a half hours of the audience. In response to a

question, he assessed the sanity of White House advisers who "would screw up relations with China while supplying billions worth

of weapons to Ukraine in a Kght against Russia... Frankly, I don't know why they are doing this... Are you sane? It seems like this is

completely going against common sense and logic This is just crazy!” The Russian president emphasized several points that

elaborated his views.

First, he observed that US/Western hegemony “denies the sovereignty of countries and peoples, their identity and uniqueness, and

disregards the interests of other states[The] rules-based world order” only empowers those who they make the “rules”. All others

must comply or face the consequences. Putin explained that Russia is an "independent and original civilization" that "has never

considered itself an enemy of the West." Moscow “simply defends its right to exist and develop freely. At the same time, we

ourselves are not seeking to become some kind of new hegemonic power.” He then provided his analysis of what is unfolding,

saying that the world is facing a global storm that no one can ignore.

“We are at a historic milestone, ahead of what is probably the most dangerous, unpredictable and important decade since the end

of World War II. We can decide “either continue to accumulate a load of problems that will inevitably crush us all, or try together to

Knd solutions, even if they are imperfect, but that work, capable of making our world more secure and stable”.

www.globalresearch.ca/vladimir-putin-vision-multipolar-world/5800695  (11/29/2022)
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sigh, most cannot imagine the extent of money laundering not only the billions redirected by FTX but its also a pattern used by

other "do-good" programs. Selling the hype to cover over the misalignment and subsequent deceit. Think contaminated shots are

toxic enough? Pain is just beginning, sit back and watch the show while China is breaking people and supply chains left and right?
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Gui, Rrrreal....I also lay blame on Stoltenberg/NATO, interested only in keeping their wealth stream xowing...Trump wanted EU to

contribute..ooops, mainstream hated him for that too...Sad The Donald got sucked in by Fauci/Birx lockdown and Pharma's latest

power-play...Throwing trillions at problems is always Grand Larceny...Our Lunch!
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A big Amen to that !!!!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Forbidden, Capt'n Randall, yes, Ed Dowd and his crew are doing a good job of assessing different govts in the EU and N America.

The EU may splinter as countries grapple with sovereign debt crisis AND monetary effects have moved to Central Bank Crisis.

Many plans may fall aside under the weight of socialist-style govts lacking (missing) promised pension funds and unable to make

other funding promises. Its damn di\cult to cover possible macro-effects, we will see what unfolds over next few months and next

year. Meanwhile, posted this yesterday did you see it? Government O\cial Says PKzer "Sold Us Fake Vaccines" -

www.bitchute.com/.../JWu4tsuxh05C  - its short, to the point! less than 5 minutes. Tip-off - EU is where to watch for the next

moves...these countries never fully recovered from 2007-08 debt crisis.
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randall, exactly! The problem is "taking to the streets". January 6 should give us a good 'shout-out' about what to expect when this

happens in the "land of the free". Canada and the truckers is another clarion call. Arrests, money, fuel (including wood for warmth)

conKscation--all stuff that has to happen from the "other side", while us street walkers must determine that ABSOLUTELY

NOTHING" will (re)move us from the streets. (BRASIL!!) We must stay as long as necessary to WIN or nothing will result from the

efforts but a clogged court and jail system.

Liberty and Freedom lovers love liberty and freedom. Arrests in the street, conKscation and job losses, legal fees and etcetera will

necessarily stop any momentum in the usa. Next up, where is the military? They too, take an oath to 'protect and defend the

constitution of the USA..." who will they stand with? Who will the numerous "police forces" (the civil servants serving UN-elected

local government bureaucracies) stand with? Return all local policing to the elected Sheriffs is a major Krst step in trying NOT to

get arrested for standing up for our liberties. Maybe we've been asleep too long!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do fear it will cometo this, not those of us who knew the truth all along, but the sheep when they wake up and realize they have

been brainwashed, used and played for suckers. Their anger will be as the Chinese people, great!! We revolted when the British

royals tried to force us and we can again.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Musk reveals government control of media, but also plans to start human experiments with his brain implants in 6 months!  A grain

of salt is needed.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Group think traps” how easy it is for those who will not think for themselves to fall in one or many of group thinks. That is what those

who are feeding us the lies want; instill enough fear into the many so they do not think they can think for themselves.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, nothingsound, the scientiKc method serves so that each person must establish based on critical thinking to obtain new

knowledge, which has historically characterized science, and which consists of systematic observation, measurement,

experimentation and the formulation, analysis and modiKcation of hypothesis. Blind faith in authority is based on a dogma that the

free individual cannot accept because it cannot be evaluated by reason. Abandoning reality can be avoided if we always subject

our private thoughts to the scrutiny test of true science. If we submit to the self-interest propaganda of globalist elites, we have

the results of fascism.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good point! There's too many think traps to list! The Climate Change think trap is the biggest one on the list that gets the most

likes. The globalist are using that trap to lead the sheep over the Clift to this digital currency world that they will have complete

control over. Climate Change has become a religion for a lot of these people to the point they will pay $80K for a Tesla instead of

$38K for a Camry. They'll pay $100k for a whole-house solar generator that never pays for itself, much less helps the environment.

I actually looked into one and there was no return on my investment. I love the idea of living off the grid. It seams more of a hobby,

religion, or ideology than a reality.
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JohnHasse
Joined On 5/24/2015 5:37:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We each must choose what leader we will follow. I choose YHVH. He will win in the end, and He is for individual freedom. But until then,

the bad guys are in charge.
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Helena442
Joined On 9/12/2022 7:58:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Half truths right now equal a lie. These players we never see, some we’ve never heard of running things have had controlled opposition

out there for a very long time. Some food for thought. Both Kennedy and Malone’s bank accounts have grown since 2020. That’s an

opportunity isn’t it? If you speak to the mothers who suffer and endure raising a child with autism with a broken heart; as they know what

caused it. A mother knows a change in her child. If he had a 20 word vocabulary, made eye contact and interacted with others but then

had his or her mmr etc and the child now doesn’t speak, make eye contact or play anymore they turn to someone like Kennedy. I will say

awareness has been raised, yes.

But many moms feel he’s there to quell the mothers. As in.if a Kennedy is bringing this to Washingtons attention and pharmas attention

and not getting anywhere, how can lil old me do something? Or so to speak “ ok he’s on the job so I don’t need to speak out” Do you recall
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Kennedy all over the news re childhood vcns before 2020? Many didn’t even know about him. These people that run the show go very

deep and detailed psychologically. When is Malone gonna tell us there are people dying and many diseases are on a huge rise due to 5g?

When you hear of someone passing, and I pray you don’t. But if you do and if you knew them well enough to know we’re they vcntd?

We’ve lost 7 loved ones in 18-20 months. One was vcntd. One who passed apt/bedroom speciKcally was above a smart meter BANK. He

also recently had a common orthopedic surgery and never quite was himself after it. Young and Kt. Far too many passing after common

surgeries. So then I ask what are they being given unknowingly, may be the vcn(?) Far too many passing in their sleep in their mid to late

40’s in good health that were not vcntd. I don’t want to hear it’s been a tough year for loss. That’s just my family and friends, that’s not

including the losses others are experiencing around me. So ask yourself..
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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My last surgery was aortic valve replacement before this started. i chose TAVR procedure because only in hospital 3 days. I am

diabetic so what did they feed me? High carb meals, don't worry, we just up your medicines! Had to smuggle in my Mercola

vitamins. I chose stem cells for my bone on bone knees, used my own fat,stem cells and 6 months later my own blood plasma.

After 2 hours, I got up, walked out without my cane, climbed into my Astro van and drove 45 miles home. Cost me a lot less than

surgery and no long recovery time. My neighbor had surgery, is now using a walker. Surgery, no thank you.
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Terracer
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First of all - THANK YOU for all you have been doing to awaken and inform the people. I know what you are Kghting and it is not pleasant

nor is it easy. As you may know, I have also been Kghting something for a long time - since two thousand nine. They are incorrectly calling

it "morgellons" disease but is has nothing to do with a seventeenth century French disease caused by hyper-toxicity. The more i research

the more I KNOW that we victims were the test subjects for what they are putting in the "jab" .. We have been the proverbial "canaries in

the coal mine" and yet no one listened.. and they still refuse to listen.. Personally, I will be glad when my time is up and i get to leave this

convoluted rotating ball. Sometimes reality is too ridiculous to accept.. Now is one of those times...
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Which jabs are you referencing? You speciKcally stated "since 2009". That would have been the year they really pushed the xu

vaccines and the Great Recession was well underway by then.
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Mostly everything the worldwide authoritarians are trying to achieve and certainly how they try to reach people is through the internet. I

don't live in a small intentional community, but I do live in a medium-sized Community where everybody works together to make things

go. I am in a Keld of work and carry out my daily activities with hardly ever paying attention to the media or being on the internet at all. My

life is so pleasant because of this. I Knd everything online, especially the so-called entertainment, to be completely puerile, infantile and

abhorrent. What adult in their right mind would ever want to pay attention to it, even for a second?

Most of my days are spent doing wholesome activities that do not require any internet usage, like smoking pot and attending orgies.

What was particularly horrifying about 20/20 is that all of the people that choose to live in this way were shepherded into a

transhuman/internet world. When you can leave that behind the people in charge lose so much of their power. I guess we can choose to

watch them xailing about in horror, or choose not to watch them in horror, but time and just sheer numbers of people are on our side. Just

live naturally and these freaks will fade away. I just watched a movie by the Spanish director Luis Bunuel from the early seventies and it

was kind of incredible.

All of the same Dynamics that were playing out then are happening right now. You know like War, propaganda, terrorism, manipulations of

energy markets and government chicanery of every kind. Replete with strident ideologies. Are we suffering an energy shortage right now

in part because of a junk business deal by Hunter Biden for solar panels in China, who knows? It just goes on and on and on. The people

as always endure. You just have to scratch your head and wonder. But wow if you chuck your device in the river you can go right back to

living in a nice Magical World again. With nice weather.
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brianallen1
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If everyone would just live naturally, the freaks WOULD fade away. Actually, they would crash and burn. Do not comply!
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But, if you lived in a state like Michigan, you weren't allowed to buy seeds to plant a garden or put a boat in the water to go catch

Ksh. The push for digital currency guarantees that the wantabe dictatorship succeeds at shutting you down. They will be able to

control every aspect of your life. Step outside the boundaries and they freeze your account. China is doing this today. Everyone is

required to carry a cellphone and they trace your every move. There are 3 lights on your phone (green, yellow, red). If you go attend

a protest you will get a yellow warning and if you don't immediately your phone turns red. You must immediately go to your

apartment and lock down. If you don't, they come arrest you. If you behave like a good communists, your phone will be green and

you are free to move around and go places. That's what the globalist/eliters want for the entire world. It is happening.
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Yes the most horrifying moment of the whole covid operation was when I went to go to the beach a day after my business was

shut down and there were cement blocks everywhere with signs saying no trespassing. Same for trails in the woods. Oh my god!

But at least enough people didn't comply so that their bogus vaccine campaign is failing completely. Nobody is taking that crap

anymore. I think people are taking less xu shots then before all of the hysteria. The people in charge always fail ultimately. It is so

much harder to try to control people than to resist said control. Just look to your personal life for evidence of this. As much as they

want to they cannot stop people from living and trying to somehow enjoy life on this beautiful earth.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM
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If more people lived normal lives not dominated by the internet and news media, none of these horrors could progress. I'm

concerned by the amount of energy given to the negative through addictive anger, fear and perceived helplessness. It truly is a

magical world and we would be smart to focus more on that. "A\rming the positive in face of the negative" is our challenge and

our power.
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You will know them by their fruits. Meaning what they produce as to whether it is full of untruths or is it truth? Thus many have died

believing their lies. So far the COVID crowd have lied through their teeth about a number of different things. Liars belong to their Father.

There is debate as to whether that Father even exists in today's world. I personally believe the Bible description of Satan is a very

descriptive of an angel in rebellion against the creator of it all, God. The wages of all of this action currently being what it is according to

the Bible is DEATH. We all physically and bodily die regardless. That is the nature of life on this planet.

We are born, we develop into adults, and then at some unknown date we all die. That is reality. Various opinions known as religions

normally started by intelligent individuals before they died state that there is a form of life after death because we all have something

called a soul that resides in our physical form and departs at the point of death. No one I know of has proven that this soul actually exists.

Forensics has a clear description of the physical changes of the human body at the point it breaks down and becomes inert matter that

eventually devolves and degenerates back to its basic elements. Funeral homes inject a poison into the blood to make very sure that no

one ever returns from the dead.

The nightmare being that someone in a deep coma resembling death comes awake buried in a casket. Embalming xuid thus both

preserves and kills any chance of being resurrected as described in the Bible. The religious organizations get around this by saying we

will get new bodies at the time that Jesus returns to Earth. India describes a very rare thing in which a vacant body is sometimes

inhabited complete with memories by a different soul from a neighboring village who has also died and lost its soul. The question is this

soul/spirit an actual thing that exists? I personally choose faith in Jesus.
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greenskycomcast.net
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For intentional communities information and inspiration, there is no better place to start than www.ic.org
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The WHO wishes to take centralized control during a pandemic. Does this mean that the WHO is to be subject to performance criteria in

order to determine if they do better than the current decentralized control? If their solutions and implementation performs worse than

expected do countries continue to obey or do they have the right to leave for breach of promise or pursue poor performance grievance

other than production and distribution of vaccines. What is the penalty to the WHO if they fail to deliver on important national concerns?

The criteria used will be key. The vaccine only concept or the most expensive new drugs will fail to perform as seen in Covid19 though it

may have speedy implementation under the WHO though speed should not be the only important factor going forwards.

Will they do or share important analysis such as cost/beneKt ratio, safety analysis, follow ups, etc or is speed the only performance

criteria they agree to? I can see responsibility being tossed up into the air as no one will want it when a bad solution is implemented at

speed on the recommendations of the CDC and other such agencies or is it just "the speed of science" at work.

It is too late to stop it may be the lament and the use of propaganda will follow. What are the solutions to be implemented at speed as

these will determine lives saved as well. Who is to take responsibility for the decision to implement only these solutions and not others?

It will be found out only in retrospect when the data comes out and then these agencies will disclaim responsibility such that no one but

the victims would have paid the price. What then for nations who trusted the WHO? The public purse will be legally robbed once again.
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Any country can leave the WHO. Trump tried to leave, but the Biden Regime quickly reinstated our membership with the WHO, Paris

Climate Accord, and the Iranian Nuclear Deal. The problem is that the majority of Democrat/Socialist leaning countries want this.
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robbie2u - According to Ed Dowd, many western socialist countries are also close to bankruptcy. You'd think they would be running

away from funding WHO each year...this is one of the most targeted, on-point discussions I found last week: "The Interview They

Do Not Want You To Hear" - www.bitchute.com/.../fkz5oiG9jkPK  - - Ed reviews many details of his view for the future based on

national sovereignty, so packed with details had to listen a second time. You may want to pass this on, even if it is a Mike Adams

interview.
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Choices - a society having foundational values of awareness and truthfulness, or values based on "lies by omission", orchestrated

deceptions, and a multitude of distractions.  I would spend more time on my comments - but there is football, beer (always served in an

"ice cold" mug), and an assortment of tasty snacks to be had today (always have lots of napkins - and wear an old tee-shirt).
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Yes eat drink and be merry. Plus, Deshawn Watson is back!
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I cannot help it, nothings gonna change, eh? Looked up "Lies my Govt told me" on Amazon, and a book showed up "Lies my teacher

told me" - - here: www.amazon.com/.../1620974673  - Apparently our American History textbooks had a lot of distortions and little

truth in them as well!
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RR, Lies My Teacher Told me - as Henry Ford says, history is bunk. I went to the author's talk in Corvallis long ago, and told him

thanks for the book. He didn't say much. They got to him. He was promoting a book about "historic stops" around America that

were what people paid them to say, so they are bunk. Best he could do without suiciding himself, I guess.
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Hi! Question: How does one engage in trade or commerce without using the "existing" banking system that could shut off your funds if

someone of power does not like what one said or did? That is the "missing" piece I strongly believe. Examine what happened in Canada

regarding the truckers' situation. Lots of bank accounts were frozen. Thank you! Lise from Maine (former licensed clinician)
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It's very possible. Slow it down now by using cash and refusing to use digital payments including credit and debit cards. Bank

locally, get out of the big banks. During the depression local currencies popped up in counties across the US. Each state can create

a sovereign state bank which can manage the state's money, versus depositing with Wall Street Banks. This protects local small

banks, keeps money and investment in the state. Also protects the citizenry. States can also create a state depository for gold and

silver. North Dakota & Tennessee are leaders in both of these. The states created the federal government and have considerable

power even now. Getting control of their own money is key. Also, states could escrow our federal tax payments because the federal

government is operating fraudulently. The federal government's accounting went dark in 2018 with the adoption of FASAB 56. We

don't know where our tax dollars go, they're not telling us.
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More and more people are leaving the work force and going underground. That's why the Dems are pushing so hard for the digital

passports and vaccine passports. They can't control someone who is self-employed that takes cash payments. If they get rid of

cash they basically end private business and take control of everyone's lives. That was the #1 goal for the covid19 shutdowns,

social distancing, masks, and vaccine mandates. It was to bankrupt small businesses and entrepreneurs. If you were a corporate

bigwig like Kroger or Wal-Mart your doors remained open. We must Kght to keep our freedom.
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Lise just a suggestion, try asking the one that created the heavens and the earth for guidance.I get great results, sometimes

unexpectedly..Ask earnestly though...
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Segstar and all... I am constantly reminded to have faith. It seems I can hardly even think of things to want anymore. Not only have

I established a network where what-goes-around-comes-around, but I believe The Almighty is constantly reassuring me. It also

helps to help yourself. For example, I was looking at my old work boots and thinking they would be good for many more years... but

what about after that if there is no economic recovery or we live in a totalitarian state without currency? (I prize good work boots

as a necessity!) Just, then, as was driving down the road, I spotted a pair of work boots with a sign on them that said, "free". Good

quality, gently worn and exactly my size.

My needs are simple--I only need sturdy work clothing, nothing fancy, so I am very happy to get comfortable and serviceable

hand-me-downs. At other times, I may be in the woods and spot something unusual. I do my research and discover it is a food

source. Or, maybe i Knd something else, such as discovering another patch of elderberry trees or wild rose hips. Many years, now,

we have also been blessed with venison for our winter meat supply. Nature provides for many of our needs if we are ambitious

enough to educate ourselves and do some work, such as making Krewood. It is also important to remember, that, "In the

wilderness lies the renewal of the world."
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Hello everyone, there is no better tomorrow coming than this, the one we decide for ourselves. If this could be collectively, the better.

Hmmm.
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Will the world collapse....???? Maybe not! We need to come together with our communities, and help each other....and continue to help

each other in our communities... www.bitchute.com/.../wlnYYaeA0GXv
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Hi Leahoz. It is in your hands to create a better world for all who live in it. - Nelson Mandela.----Only through hardship, sacriKce and

militant action can freedom be won. The struggle is my life. I will continue Kghting for freedom until the end of my days. - Nelson

Mandela
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Hello Guillemou, you have always made sense, good research, however where these destroyers' are taking us is the ultimate hell.

They call themselves the Destroyers....we should too. If you cant identify them then you lose.
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There's a book titled Unholy Alliances by James Wardner, free on Archive.org, that may have some insight.
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Just take a good look at China. That's the direction the world is heading. The biggest players at the WEF are on record saying that

China is the perfect role model for the rest of the world to follow. Fauci and Gates are China sympathist. They both support the

WHO and the WEF.
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Mandela was a murderous Communist terrorist. Gui, you have lost all credibility with me. Quit dominating this board with your

endless blather..
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Dr Malone there is a paper on Boron and Myocarditis . There are many thousand papers on boron resolving many health issues ......I

believe too that our critical thinking will be our answer ...Letting these demonic political leaders run this s h i t show is just unbelievable

.....Prayers to Everyone .....Endeavor to Preserve ......

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2022 6:43:22 PM
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jor1355
Joined On 7/6/2018 1:21:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the biggest lesson that humanity learned since 3 years worldwide,is:if something comes for governements,there is maybe a lie,if

this thing is supported by main media it's almost sure a lie.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2022 6:32:44 PM
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PathNotes
Joined On 12/25/2012 3:44:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The U.S. government gets its marching orders from Big Business. A soft form of fascism.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2022 5:04:38 PM
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The rights of inmates to opt-out of the jab in the prison system should be looked into...

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2022 4:58:01 PM
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have NO RIGHTS in the US unless you have enough money to legally Kght the violation, bringing enough attention to the situation,

then the Government will back off a bit, but only for a while until they scheme up something new. Their targets rarely ever go down for

what they are actually targeted/hunted for, instead the target is setup, entrapped and imprisoned for something entirely different. This

helps keep the Government's true intentions/agenda hidden from the public eye.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2022 4:36:45 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Following a pandemic. Over consumption and debt. Over farmed worn out soil. Schools closed. Businesses failing. High unemployment.

Food shortages leading to malnutrition and subsequent generations of poor health. Govt interference in the economy. More stress,

hunger, homelessness. No, I am not referring to current conditions. This is about The Great Depression. Isn’t it interesting how history

repeats itself when lessons from the past are forgotten?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/4/2022 4:34:49 PM
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PeaceIsExpensive
Joined On 10/23/2022 12:37:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message
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Malone's hopeful plan is like the old process xow chart with boxes and lines all xowing through a box in the middle labeled " miracle

happens here." His idea of developing small communities is good, but Krst, people need to be convinced to join. Our problem is too many

people remain pledged to, and dependent on, the central governments. It's up to each of us to convince others to throw off those chains

of dependence and learn to rely on ourselves and our communities. That will take more effort than most people are able to summon. It's

up to us. It was always up to us.
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To understand why you are being attacked, the strategies being used against you, and how you can attack your enemies, read my article:

tipon.substack.com/p/the-world-economic-forum-has-vulnerabilities?sd=p..
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It is interesting to hear that Dr. Malone thinks that the Kght ahead and solution against a totalitarian cabal that has been implementing its

agenda for the past 50 years, silently behind the scenes will be communities coming together and decentralizing. I am glad he is

speaking out, but we have an appointed President, and many appointed in government from local to national...these people have not been

elected. Elections have been rigged through massive donations from Zuckerberg, FTX, and other billionaires etc. And, this government

will not be governed by the people rather they are part of the World cabal and with 50 years of quiet implementation, it is going to be next

to impossible to uproot. This is a job for God at this point.
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Forget politicians. Lead and govern your own life LOCALLY with other like minded people. I have NEVER had or needed a President

1 single day in my life. A President is nothing more than a Kgurehead CEO of the largest failed bankrupt corporation in history. My

leader is Yahweh.
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That's also a good book! I've heard the author speak on kpfa.org, several years ago. Yep, They intentionally leave out the "unpleasant"

stuff while "teaching" us.
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Wonderful 50 minutes. Few people do this better, when an overview like this provides evidence of proof.
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The real question I have is simple. Do any of these liars understand that somewhere down the road they also will die of one thing or

another and within likely 120 years of their birth? Do they believe that there is a judgment? Obviously by their actions they do not believe

that will happen. Many give token belief in one religion or another. It is an image thing. Obviously by their actions they have no such belief

system. The really successful action of a so-called superior being such as Satan is his ability to convince people of lies as truth.

Throughout the history of the multiple generation and books of the Bible is these superior beings known in the Bible as immortal angels.

I believe a rap sheet of these beings might shed a lot of light on what is going on in the last 3 years or so. Part of that rap sheet would be

the general intelligent nature of all of them. The Bible actually describes a universe in which a parallel existence of souls and spirits

exists. This current generation going through biowarfare with a whole lot of people dying from it may spell out an actual conspiracy to

reduce humanity to slavery to this group(species). Reducing mankind down to a brutal attempt at survival might make them vulnerable to

an outside inxuence. History is full of descriptions of these superior beings and even spirits taking over human bodies.

Most of which is denied by modern science as myths and legends. Jesus ran into this problem in the time He was on this Earth. Jesus

also had several conversations with Satan in various books in the New Testament. Is it real? However mankind became what it is today,

there are over 400 genetic mistakes which sometimes even cause a lot of distress in modern mankind. That surely is not perfect. Even

Jesus commented that the Spirit is willing but the xesh is weak. I suspect we are in a time when it will all come back from bible history

and Revelations. The current people in charge might Knd out that the hard way.
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Is the new Twitter a possible answer to an open social media? Any open social media is going to have the same problems of keeping out

the trolls, robots, threatening speech, hate vs dislike, intentional or reckless lies, etc. Let's see what Musk comes up with and be sure to

comment to him.
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Violent and threatening verbs should be the only thing not allowed. Otherwise, everything else is a thought or an idea, which should

not be censored, whether those words are not liked or hurt someone else's feelings. That should be the recipient of those words'

responsibility as we do not have that kind of power to affect others' reactions.
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har1272 agree with you.  However there are many roadblock for Twitter free speech that I am ready to put my 2cents in. eg Musk

has said that twitter should not break the law. If there is a European for Europe or American law that disapproves of something he

will be obliged to censor anything that violates. Right now the CDC, FDA, Medicare and many state medical boards do not approve

ivermectin for use against the covid virus and it has been taken as the law by the medical establishment and it is being challenged.

California has it's own disinformation formula. These are more situations that still need to be navigated. Fortunately Republicans

have control of the House which will help.
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Better. Their concerns remain but they are not suffering from insomnia, severe anxiety and depression. They’re no longer handicapped by

it. If anything gets through to anyone from these posts it’s 1) please know the true weapon is all the radiating, and surveillance devices

people keep buying and or upgrading to willingly or forcefully, and MORE IMPORTANTLY this 5th and 6th generation technology. Again S

mart M illitary A rmament in R esidential T echnology. Not so smart for us is it? The towers and low satellites have the ability to kill,

disease, surveil and set electromagnetic Kres that will make it appear a bomb dropped but saves their precious infrastructure.

Remember hearing “ you’ll be able to just speak the word Uber, and one will be on its way”? Or similar? This technology also makes

surveillance on that level possible. This has more money sunk into it, stakeholder and lobbyists than pharma. 2) if you’re feeling anxiety

ridden, depressed and hopeless take a ride to the country or area where you know you’re not surrounded by towers and Wi-Fi. You don’t

need to be rich. Spend 48 hours in a non Wi-Fi motel in route 5, whatever. Bring a book and put your phone in a faraday bag at all times

when not using. When using hold 12 inches away and use speaker. See if you feel better? You’ll know within two days.

Kate Spade and Anthony Bardoux (? Spelling) lived in the same apartment building. We were told he was suicuded, may be due to ringing

the bell on pdphia, and may be. Rumors of the same with Spade. But they never told us there was a cell tower on the roof. Again, did they

point us to an evil they prefer and nothing can come of it either, in order to keep the harms of their vital technology for world order

protected? But it’s everywhere! Yes. But more knowledge on it is needed. It also can be mitigated. Ask neighbors to watch

takebackyourower.net so people will Kght smart tech. And Barrie Trower on Rumble ( 3 hour talk) on wiK. Read Mercolas book on EMF.
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They are also on video gleefully stating their goal is to have a cell tower in every forest. There will be no escaping into the

countryside. Even our food is getting vaxxed. The same people who shockingly held out their arms to be injected with God knows

what and thought the rest of us should be imprisoned or die, will also do whatever they're told to do next. Most simply cannot

comprehend the evil that is right in their faces (and in their arms). We can only hope they wake up soon. I'm hoping Died Suddenly

will do just that.
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We have had Governments (agents) target our family's health with smoke from strategic placed/lit Kres, cigarette smokers, vapors, and

even physical attempts have been made on us. One incident where agents dumped clear hair gel onto the xoor causing my wife to slip

while pregnant and shopping at a local public store. After slipping, agents then ran up and acted as if they were our saviors, insincerely

volunteering to help my wife up. These events we can prove and are still happening today. These people are sick, do not limit the low

levels they'll go. These tactics/agenda stem from Europe and should be obvious to anyone who's ever visited. We even suspect that we

have been targeted with viruses like measles...
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Most people are armed where I live. If someone tried to rob a convenience store, they would have guns at the back of their head.

Agent's shenanigans wouldn't turn out well for them here. We the People are deKnitely pissed.
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Are the vcntd really falling like xies? Are they the only ones being diagnosed with cardiovascular issues, stroke etc? I tell someone who is

against this vcn we’ve lost 7 loved ones they assume they were all vcntd. One was. A friend lost 4 loved ones. None were. So keep an eye

out for vcn diversion that doesn’t mention the whole truth about 5&6g, wiK, the radiation pulsing off these devices and the very powerful

and harmful blue light these things give off, led bulbs as well. Suddenly many can’t drive at night now, younger people are getting eye

diseases that only occurred in seniors. Early onset Alzheimer’s at the age of 30 something?! Come on now. The corrupt fcc calls it a 2b

carcinogen.

This non ionizing ( sounds healthier than ionizing right?) radiation is harmful and that’s a severe understatement. “2B” sounds less

concerning than 1A doesn’t it? 2B sounds like may be if you over do it with technology you may get a not so serious cancer. 1A brings a

bit more seriousness to it. And it’s a straight up carcinogen so strong we will see very rare or new cancers/diseases/rapid aging coming

up. Ie; heart valve cancers. Eyes, lungs, stomach and nervous system it will harm 1st. 1st, that’s not only what it will harm. NOTE; it

attacks our dna, disrupts the bbb, causes heart attack, myo and pericarditis and stroke ( it harms our calcium voltage channels and

bundle branch block, please look those up) it also causes palsy, tremors and severe anxiety and depression.

Sound like symptoms of anything else now talked about freely everywhere? Almost too much coverage now. Coincidence the

symptoms/deaths are identical to the vcn? Remember 5g’s ability to jump conductivity. Onto water, gas and electric lines. Is it a smart

meter putting more of a load into our homes electricity or is it 5g? They will have the controlled opposition media over talk what seems

taboo and even admit guilt re; one evil, so the more important evil they need to pull of depopulation/surveillance remains.
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In a dream he had, Glenn Beck stated that he saw some evil creature crontolling everything from behind the shades. In a dream I had I

saw a high ranking government o\cial getting angrier and angrier and as he did , his face became the face of tyrant Castro from Cuba.

There is a spiritual war being played in the physical world. Those in charge here are serving Satan full time.
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It’s Khazarian maKa talmudism. I lived in it, got out of it and now see it as a spiritual war. We, as they refer to as cattle are seen as a slave

class and only necessary to serve them. Gods chosen people’ worship moloch that Moses reviled against. People are brainwashed into

seeing them as victims’ as they use big stories about how everyone g he as it in for them. Time and time again throughout history people

rise up against this satanic cabal to regain their freedom. Terms like antisemitism’ are admitted tricks they use to gain advantage and

win’ the victimology game they play. Canye West was also married to the mob’ and knows the same thing. You see how telling the truth

gets you censored or locked up! Jesus warned us over and over and that’s why they want to eradicate Christianity. We are All children of

God and do not need a fake Khazarian chosen people’ to lead us.
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When Dr Malone speaks of peoples' fear and aggressive reactions to stating that the vaxx's are not safe, I suggest that there are several

elements operating, which must be addressed. A) Fear of death by viral infection, or fear of death itself. Caution yes, fear no. B) If people

knew that natural medicine is scientiKcally studied in double blind studies, backed by millennia of large cultural anecdotes spanning

multiples of cross sectors, they would realize that *skillfully blended* natural medicine Works!

If they knew the pharmacology, chemistry, and double blind studies, then they might not be in as much of a panic about the heated vaxx

topic. Education is the solution! Part of intentional communities? C) Common underlying thoughts need to be addressed. "Herbs,

supplements are not strong enough". People don't know that natural remedies may not necessarily work by directly killing bugs. Instead,

depending on each individual remedy, they may support the body's own immune activity, bind a virus so it can no longer replicate and has

to die out pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/19682714  , prevent the clinging of bugs to organ surfaces to be washed away in the body's xuids,

and only a few directly kill bugs.

And natural remedies work in ways that do Not cause bug resistance. When you have one single substance, writes herbalist Stephen

Buhner, then bugs outsmart. But herbs have multiples of compounds, so the bugs can Not adapt or outsmart. Nature is very wise! E)

Certainly, there is a time and a place for antibiotics and other mainstream medicines, and so long as they are used wisely and do not

cause horriKc side effects https://www.drugs.com  then they can and do save lives.

F) Why is it not debated, that vaxx's and vaccines may tweak and imbalance the immune system, and how this interacts with bug

resistance? Is this void, smart? (I am not a doctor, but a well educated layperson. Please ask your naturopathic physician about all

generic information, for YOU).
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[whyisitknotdebated] Because Rockefeller media is the voice for Rockefeller medicine and until anElvis Malone plan involves

crippling the mob head on, by neutering their Wurlitzer, then guaranteed annihilation is their intended horizon- Donald Trump types

cannot drain their own smegma neither can slick doctors screaming righteousness or otherwise-
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Yes, Mirandola, it is the science imposed by Rockefeller where the support rests on the pharmaceutical maKa and the corruption of

the institutions, linked to Big Pharma. The foundation on which medical health is now based is absent from the logic of boosting

the immune system with the support of traditional medicines. A new initiative funded in part by the Rockefeller Foundation is

investing an initial $7.2 million in behavioral research to brainwash the public into receiving COVID-19 injections. Since its

founding it has inxuenced many of the world's largest and most powerful institutions, including the WHO, the NIH, and central

banks and governments.

www.globalresearch.ca/rockefeller-foundation-funds-behavioral-scientis..  (08/30/2022) A document called COVID-19 Enterprise

Fraud Construct Timeline: Major Dates, Events, Entities & Legislation, makes it clear that the terrorist attacks of September 11,

which occurred a few months before Bush's appointment of Zerhouni, were part of the plan of this fake pandemic.. It created the

necessary fear that would be used as a catalyst to transform the United States into a mass surveillance state, as well as to expand

government intrusion into people's personal lives. This process with the Patriot Act, unleashed a medical infrastructure entirely to

supposedly help contain the threat of biological weapons.

The expanded role of the government gave career criminals and bioweapons terrorists like Fauci an easier path to unleash a

subsequent plot. The following link contains most of the important dates, events, entities and legislation relevant to the COVID-19

business fraud construction, and contains links to the work cited and source as evidence. The search function can help Klter those

articles. politicalmoonshine.com/2021/09/29/covid-19-enterprise-fraud-construct-..
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The virus fear mongering is such FAKE NEWS! There has never been a mass extinction event with a viral origin. The entire

virus/vaccine ideology borders on schizophrenia. Who is more out of touch with reality, those who push the germ theory or those

who get the jabs? What's even more insane is the constant cleaning/ disinfecting/hand washing. Viruses don't live outside a cell

for very long and they damn sure don't live on surfaces, yet the world has gone disinfectant crazy! They are treating covid19 like it

is a parasite or bacteria. The whole world has been brainwashed.
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This admin is ALL lying bastards.
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As every administration before it and the ones to come. It's called human sin nature.
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Can you name one that wasn’t full of lying bastards? I cannot.
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cia screw-ups and subsequent cover-ups trump your lying bastards.
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Who do you think is in charge? THE FATHER OF THE LIE ,THE DECEIVER THE ONE WHO STARTED ALL OF THIS FROM THE

BEGINNING OF MAN ON EARTH! WE WHERE ALL JUST BORN INTO IT AND NOW MOST OF US ARE WAKING UP AND

UNDERSTANDING IT!
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Don't let those bastards grind you down!
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There is one difference. Years ago they told little white lies. For the past 20 years they have been telling us bold face lies. Each

administration gets more Bolden and more blatant with there lies because of the lack of any oversight and no consequences for

their actions. MSM has facilitated this. When Senators like Ron Johnson barely squeak out a win, you should be scared to death!

He won't be there forever. He could retire any year. He's one of the last public servants on our side that questions any and all of this

corruption at the NIH, NIAID, CDC, FDA, & FBI and he almost lost his reelection. How can that be? How can we have that many

sheeple?
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Arlene to answer your last question, Brian and Craig have some great pointers..
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The Doc who was called to Wuhan (Callahan?)  (DARPAs Man In WuHan) in the summer 2019 per this video

www.brighteon.com/d14897ed-532a-4ea9-9a6b-a5f74d80679e#comment-6054060..  Doc Callahan called D0c Malone from wuhan

summer 2019. This deserves further investigation as well as this question: Why is D0c Malone suing D0c Breggin for $25M? Another

question: when someone is in the CIA or any alphabet agency do they ever really leave? Is MK Ultra and the like done on those only

outside of government (of course not!) but you might have even more questions. Something is off. Lockdowns were March 2020, and

Malone had a book uploaded for sale and ready to go and then taken down all by FEB. 2020. What's up D0c? or should I say DoCS?
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I’ve admired Dr. Malone until seeing this article by Dr. Peter Breggin who I also admire. What’s going on? Is it a clash of egos or is there

something darker on Malone’s end driving this?  www.americaoutloud.com/robert-malone-sues-the-breggins-for-25-million/
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Thanks for your link, unfortunately only one side of the story.
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duckduckgo.com/?q=chiropractor+sued+500+billion&t=newext&ia=we..  Alas, the Breggins's are not the only victims who suffer

lawsuits for completely crazy and far-fetched dollar Kgures! What Dr Malone is doing with the Breggins's could be of his own

volition, or could it also potentially be a new government pattern, in which he is involved? I am not making a Krm statement, but do

suggest that watchful eyes are merited.
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM
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I subscribe to Malone's newsletter, so I saw his side of the story. It became apparent to me that Malone is being constantly

attacked--and will continue to be--by people who simply do not grasp what Malone really means when he says he invented the

mRNA technology. When I Krst heard that, I was alarmed and distrustful of the monster who claimed to be awakening. Most

Patriots are still in that place. Actually, Malone's work was done last century as part of an effort to heal genetic diseases by

sending in corrected versions of broken genes. Malone found out that the immune system recognized these as "non-self" and

destroyed them.  Malone still has patents on the platforms he created. He had nothing to do with the development of the current

deadly jabs. But he is going to have to keep explaining these things. No avoiding that. Courage, Dr. Malone!
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Esther, Malone is a controlled agent. Read him in that vein. I don't trust him. His handlers know how to make him look good. I've

dealt with these monsters before. he is one, IMO.
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dealt with these monsters before. he is one, IMO.
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I must have missed something. Who is the "Mary" that Dr. Malone referred to at the very beginning of the video that came to his house

with Dr. Meryl Nass? I have watched the presentation and scrolled through the text to no avail.
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Most likely Mary Holland, president of CHD. You'll need to ask Dr. Meryl Nass if that is correct.
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The Dr. Malone lawsuit is very unfortunate. I lean toward voting in favor of Peter Breggin and his wife. Of course, this in-Kghting is

extremely destructive, and so I can't help but wonder about Dr. Malone and his motives. I am eager to know what Catherine Austin Fitts

and Jon Rappoport might say about it all. Pure evil is right in front of us...stop the bickering...collaborate and conspire!  Get your money

out of Chase, Citi, et al. and into a credit union. Use cash every day!
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You are correct! Malone is DEEP STATE! Always has been. Always will be! He also attacked, "Died Suddenly!"

rumble.com/v1wac7i-world-premier-died-suddenly.html
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Mercola_fan - do you have any references or direct links to Dr. Malone's attack on Died Suddenly? Did I miss it in yesterday's

postings?
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Dr Malone gave us some very good info but it saddens me to see he seems to be changing his tune.. is he not? Why is he so critical of the

Died Suddenly video? Even if it has some mistakes it's still showing many who perhaps would not have realised this is what's happening.

Why is he suing the Breggins? Division is happening enough without him creating it amongst some of those who are Kghting so hard

against the evil. :(
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Here is a basic outline of his case against the Breggins: “Beginning in July 2022, Defendants began to publish false statements,

defamatory implications and insulting words about Dr. Malone in internet articles, podcast videos and via social media (Telegram

and Twitter). Defendants falsely accused Dr. Malone of fraud, disinformation, dishonesty, deception, lying to the American public,

lack of integrity, immorality and ethical improprieties. The gist of the defamatory statements and implications is that Dr. Malone

lacks the character and is unKt to be a medical doctor and scientist.

Defendants’ statements (describe in haec verba below) exposed Dr. Malone to public ridicule, scorn, and contempt, and severely

prejudiced him in his profession and employment. Dr. Malone seeks presumed damages, actual damages for injury to reputation

(past and future), insult, pain and mental anguish (past and future), special damages, including lost income, career damage and

impairment of future earnings capacity, and punitive damages as a result of Defendants’ statements and actions.”
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Cabochon, thanks, however Breggins say: "Contrary to some rumors, we have never made “personal attacks” against him, and

indeed the Complaint that is Kled in court focuses on our scientiKc and public political disagreements with him. However, Malone’s

defamation claims focus on our public policy differences. Much of it relates to opinions and analyses we already documented in

our book COVID-19 and the Global Predators: We Are the Prey. We have not defamed Malone. In our entire 110-plus combined

years of reform work, no one has ever threatened us with a defamation suit, because we simply do not defame people."  I don't

know the Breggins neither do I know Malone, only what we hear from him. I'm in Australia, but I do know we need them all to work

together not tear apart.
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In this article Dr. Malone responds to accusations by the Breggins, Stew Peters, Jane Ruby and Judy Mikovitz 1)I have not received

any funding from DARPA, have never written a DARPA proposal, have never assisted a client in obtaining funding from DARPA,

have never worked with DARPA. 2)I have not worked on bioweapons programs. I have worked on development of vaccines for HIV,

Ebola, Inxuenza, VEE, WEE, Tularemia, Smallpox, SARS-CoV-2 and many other agents. I am a vaccine development expert. And a

clinical development expert. And a regulatory affairs expert. And a government contracting expert. And a program and project

management expert.

It is what I used to do. I spent decades developing that expertise. And I threw away my consulting business to speak out about the

corruption and failures of the USG to follow well established norms including bioethical norms in the case of the genetic

SARS-CoV-2 vaccines. And I have spent quite literally hundreds of hours on podcasts trying to educate people about these issues.

More answers in the link: MORE FEVER SWAMP. When will they ever learn (to do their research before popping off with

conspiracies)?. By Robert W Malone MD, MS rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/more-fever-swamp?utm_source=substack&utm..

 (09/19/2022)
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Thanks Gui. So do you believe Dr Malone is doing the right thing in suing? I think it's so damaging to the freedom and resistance

efforts of others. Those two articles both give a negative view of Malone. Division and lies everywhere. Such is the time we're

living in now. I'm glad we can trust Dr Mercola. This is the 2nd article I referred to not the one Malone wrote himself.

ia904609.us.archive.org/1/items/dr.-robert-malone-dark-vaccine-wizard/..
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I am not taking sides, well4life, as I don’t have the time to delve very deeply into the claims from either side. The only things I have

against Malone, is that he talks too much and I am always on the alert when there are too many words (Shakespeare’s “methinks

the lady doth protest too much” springs to mind) and that, if as claimed, he invented the mRNA injections, it seems not

unreasonable to ask why? If he later regretted his work or the application of it, instinct tells me to at least be wary of those who

change horses midstream. As for Dr Breggin, my main complaint is that he talks too much. He invites guests speakers on, then

does most of the talking himself sometimes - probably just because he likes the sound of his own voice.

We have a saying: “Why hae a dug, and bark yersel’? “ I’m sure I prepaid an order for his book some time ago but it never arrived,

only a transcript of a draught copy. Nothing too damning here, but sometimes intuition is based on imperceptible clues you are not

even aware of yourself. Either way, it’s as you say, we need to stand together, to prevent the age old colonial trick of creating

division, keeping us pre-occupied with in-Kghting and diverting our attention from the main adversary, who is intent on destroying

civilisation - a slightly more urgent call upon our time and energy than spats amongst the vanguards in the battle lines.
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The Breggins have been instrumental in pushing forward the truth. Act like adults.
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Somewhere I read that the mRNA injections that Dr. Malone created didn't do what he intended them to, so he abandoned them. It

seems like he found that it caused unexpected serious consequences.
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I listened to the Breggins interview and his lawyers' opinions that the suit was without merit. Malone is a puffed up egomaniac,

Enneagram 3, who cannot stand to be criticized, and will go to great lengths for revenge. Just looking at him tells you all you need

to know about trusting him. His resume and associations are cluttered with "conxicts of interest", to be kind. I am disappointed

that Gui does not recognize that nothing Malone has done is effective, just hot air, that there cannot be such thing as a "vaccine

expert" since there are no need for any of them.

He is controlled opposition, in my view, controlling the opposition with his grandstanding. His suggestions for action are

non-starters. And the naive pieces above about "we must stop this or that", do not mention the Central Bank Digital Currency push,

which will act as vaccine passports and China-like social credit systems, and at the push of a button you are toast. The Khazarian

Mob control/runs everything, they are laughing at the ineffectual attempts to stop them.
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After reading about the Breggins's and the lawsuit which JCA652041 linked on today's forum, and the particulars involved, I am

dumbfounded by Dr Malone's campaign against the MRNA vax. Why did he invent it and now talk against it? I always wondered

about that. It can indeed be that he regrets what he invented and wants to correct the record, in very good faith. It can also be (and

is this the purpose of his book?) that he is involved in tracking peoples' beliefs and thoughts re the vax, all things BigPharma and

by offering his book on Amazon, tracking those people and perhaps, who may potentially be involved in forming intentional

communities?

Let us not forget that (according to the ACLU) Amazon owns and distributes face recognition technology, and (we can ourselves

infer) perhaps one of the biggest tracking agencies there is, alongside Google. Again it is entirely possible that he is trying to

correct his own previous missteps in inventing the MRNA vax, and which way this goes, I can't say with certainty. I can only

wonder. The Breggins lawsuit would seem, regrettably, to undermine his credibility. It would seem reasonable to keep a watchful

eye. The only thing we can control is our own selves and our own motives, not others.
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The mRNA Malone worked with as a grad student bears little resemblance to the biontech moderna shots. Need to research

synthetic pseudo-uridine instead of the natural product Dr Malone had worked with, natural mRNA degrades rapidly, within hours in

the human body, instead of what we see sticking around 60 plus days in the bloodstream. Its a kill shot. In simple language, "they"

took his idea and weaponized it, then lied to the approval authorities it would remain in the arm muscle and quickly degrade. The

entire approval was a sham process, Peter Marks is up to his eyeballs in promotion, as per Aaron Siri (on one of the Highwire

shows), the FDA is using taxpayer funds for illegal advertising of an experimental, unapproved product. THERE WAS NEVER ANY

evidence of safety ever provided as most REQUIRED safety trials were never done; Peter Marks probably has a job waiting for him

when he leaves the FDA. Its a screwed-up mess, coming from a completely captured agency.
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Come on, Gui, want to Kght? No, I didn't think so.
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ROBERT W. MALONE M.D., M.S.'S POSTS childrenshealthdefense.org/.../robert-w-malone-m-d
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Dr. Malone is taking a truth teller/whistleblower to court. Dr. Jane Ruby is being sued by Dr. Malone. Beware of Dr. Malone. Look into this

for yourself!
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Deceit knows no bounds. Live love, laugh, help where you can.. round and round we go when will it stop nobody knows.
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Makes you wonder why Dr. M is singing his praises. To keep the website?
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Hey yo! I heard Dr Jane Ruby malign Dr Malone on one of her shows, not professional behavior and I sort of forgot about it.

Apparently he's now being hit from both sides and my guess is Dr Malone is trying to clear his name and stop incessant attacks. Its

easy to point Kngers. Remember that old expression? "When you point a Knger at someone else, three Kngers are pointing back at

you!"
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Here is the deal. Has Malone ever appeared on Main Stream Media especially since his "conversion"? ANYONE who ever appears

MUST follow and obey their agenda and narrative. If not, they cannot appear or the interview is terminated or cut short.

EVERYTHING is TOTALLY controlled- yes, it's that bad. Frank Zappa even proclaimed in the early 70s that he could easily have a

Top Ten or Number 1 hit if he had just played by their rules and served their master. He told them to stick it.
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The way to a better future is not for Malone to sue Dr. Peter Breggin and Ginger Breggin for $25 million dollars. He might be limited

hangout; controlled opposition; he might have political ambitions. His advocacy of the Desmet notion of mass formation---an area in

which Malone obviously is ignorant--- is suspect, . Sorry, something does not compute with Robert Malone.
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mrrobb's opinion: This has all been going on for the past century.....the US education was the Krst to be 'hit'...facts all is taught is the

same basic lies that have been passed down over generations. And its true.....all most all of what people know is what they have "been

told to know'.... Think!!! What do you actually KNOW..???? Well if you have a wood burning stove , then you KNOW that that stove is

HOT....and if you fall off a cliff you might get hurt..or die....oh there are a few things you do actually KNOW...and you KNOW them because

you have experienced it, seen it...smelled it./tasted it etc..but do you really KNOW earth is a spinning Ball xying thru some universe?

nope....all you KNOW is what da TV told ya to know...or some ASSUMED accurate book... Now THINK..........how do you KNOW that that

book is correct?? You don't......so you ASSUME it to be correct....but is it really ???? Now the BigLies take over....tell a BigLie Over and

over and over....and eventually it 'magically' become a 'fact'????? NOT in MY WORLD..... In MyMountainsLaboutory...........everything is

QUESTIONED..just like MML asked is covid even real? ... than up POPS red xags...i see it advertised on billboards along da roads..and in

magazines and 'newspapers'....even radio stations dealing with is covid trash.....than the vaccine splash that follows the Assumed

covid............hummmmmmmmmm?

and just amazing......some medical company has a 100 BILLION doses of this vaccine already made??? I mean RED Flags are xashing!!

But millions just Roll Up their sleeves.....and their families sleeves....and bastardize people who THINK.. What is wrong just with this

single picture???...... Yes this BigLie is very effective.....Even Governments are RAMMING it down the throats of people...
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And this covid crap is just one of the BouncingBalls along with vaccine propaganda..and the BigLie is in schools , along with 5G

radiating out various pulsed RF on to developing bodies and brains....and these are facts you can read and verify on actual meters

and actually feel in some cases..hear ..sense....that are REAL...Kinda like when you actually KNOW that the seeds you planted grew

when you walk thru the plants. ...a Young brain is kinda like a Keld of clean soil...if you plant corn you will get a crop of corn..or if

you plant caster beans you will get a crop pf caster beans.......the brain will do the same.....but spray that Keld with weed killer and

you might not get anything...UNLESS you planted Genetically modiKed seeds....than you will get genetically modiKed

crop....hummmm
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As a former CIA director once said "when everything the American public believes is wrong, we will have done our job".
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Elon switched sides bought one of the biggest "propoganda news"platforms at an exorbitant price.. He just said it openly, we have

to be transparent, we need to gain the trust of the people..Now ask yourself why? in my opinion this is another "tactical" move to

deceive the masses..The net has been cast on the "other side of the pond "and will soon be reeling in the Ksh that was previously

missed.. I place my trust in NO man, as good as he might seem..And I never ever outsource my critical thinking to anyone.. Best to

get to the root of the issue, once you realized this you'll see things you never knew was possible...Myopia, cataracts and other

"vision " related problems, magically disappear.. Be vigilant.
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And Elon keeps xinging stuff into the fake space, pretending he can go to "Mars" And pumping out pathetic (nice to have, but)

electric vehicles to support the climate change scam. CIA jerk.
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Time will prove me 100% correct about Dr. Robert Malone. He is a wolf in sheep clothing. The Vaccine Passports won’t be stopped. They

were what this pandemic was all about from Day 1. I’ve instinctly known this all along. God given discernment that instantly told me that

the pandemic was a false xag, to scare people into accepting what would eventually turn out to be what the Bible calls the mark of the

beast. When the dna altering vaccine was rolled out in record time, I was still trying to Kgure out the details as to how it played into the

whole mark of the Empire scenario, but that’s when I discovered Quantum dot tattoos.

They deKnitely will qualify for the biblical mark of the beast, if they are placed on foreheads and right hands. To deceive people, I believe

that they will be put on smart phone apps Krst, before eventually ending up tattooed on the bodies of the damned. The vaccines are

deKnitely loaded with nanotechnology and the elite are deKnitely trying to introduce their Iron into our clay temples. The Bible said the

Knal empire would be a mixture of iron and clay in Daniel chapter 2 This is what we are seeing now.

Zero chance that the passports will be stopped though. Bible prophecy will be fulKlled regardless. Just make sure that you guys refuse

these marks, even to the death if it comes down to that. It’s better to lose your life, than your soul! The penalty for everyone who takes the

mark is eternal damnation mentioned in Revelation 14. It’s here at the door folks, make sure your heart is right with God, and walk with

Him daily. Things get Much worse from here on out.  The following video is one of the best summaries as to what these mrna vaccines

are really all about. It’s well worth the time to watch.  www.bitchute.com/.../omxs0sFqscS6
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Everything does point to Billy Boy's Quantum Dot Tattoo being the Mark.
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I personally know privately from a trusted source the written Plan was seen at least 40 years ago, though I suspect it was done

before the takeover of the Medikill Industry at the turn of last century, to condition us to jabs and let the "Health Authorities"

control us. 911 Inside Job was the kickoff for Operation Covid-19. Here we go. I agree to avoid, and suggest familiarity with the

Gospel of Thomas, speciKcally (50), Jesus instructing what to say to the Life Review Council upon Death. To avoid reincarnation

back in to this hell, this simulation (the Matrix) taken over by the negative AI Demiurge. Do not "Go to the Light". It's a trap.
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And in a dozen places in your bible book it states that the "Earth does NOT MOVE....." but Christian schools teach about Earth being

some spinning ball xying thru some universe...... And the facts are the sun is less than 3000 mile from earths surface  almost

same with the moon and since stars can often be seen thru the moon it's probable a plasma ,,,,,,,distance can mathematically be

proven by a grade 7 student. Oh, that's right ......they don't teach logic or critical thinking anymore...
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Anyone who wants to get to the core of the Covid Con is much better served by listening to Denis Rancourt, Katherine Austin Fitts and

Michael Yeadon. Malone never strays too far from the o\cial narrative and up until mid to late 2021 was a cheerleader for the mRNA

abominations. That alone should have disqualiKed him from consdieration for any critical thinker. Here's a recent video from Denis

Rancourt. What Really Killed Millions? | Denis Rancourt rumble.com/v1ycyjo-what-really-killed-millions-denis-rancourt.html
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So, Dr. Mercola, are you working on building a community for those of us who agree with your thinking?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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The good doctor would be shut down if he started that. Besides, community is not long distance over the internet. It is up close in

person. It is up to YOU to Knd like minded people near you and build YOUR local community. The doctor will not be around to hold

our hand forever.
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lajessen
Joined On 12/19/2011 5:25:49 PM
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You keep advocating using alternative payment systems and communication systems. It would be helpful to speciKcally identify same.
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ginaworld
Joined On 4/13/2011 9:48:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Today's video link, podcast link and transcript downloading capabilities are not working. Are you under attack, again?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What browser are you using? Clear your browser history and cookies, reboot, try again on any other browser than Google.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you are on an Android device it probably won't work. Google has stepped up its censorship programs. There are days I can't even

get on Dr Mercola 's forum.
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dfghjk
Joined On 5/30/2015 10:43:36 PM
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Try the Brave browser.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Malone is most likely a double agent. It won't matter anyway once cash is removed and digital currency is the only form remaining. Not

only will people not trust or accept cash but the average life of a paper dollar was only 9 months during normal velocity/ exchanging.

Once they wear out there are none produced to replace them. You will have some barter but will everyone refuse their digital Social

Security payment every month for the rest of their life? Of course not. Will you???
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Yes, I will refuse the sign of the beast,
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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I agree. I feel the same way about Elon Musk. They are wolfs in sheep's clothing! I hope I'm wrong.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Robert Malone and Dr. Peter McCullough called for the removal of the health care policy during the 2022 Conservative Political

Action Conference (CPAC 2022) in Orlando, Florida. Malone, exposed this topic during an interview. “The government that controls

healthcare. I think that's where we really have a core problem. “They are trying to implement a strategy, which is top-down, which is

favored by insurance companies, Big Pharma and large hospital chains. But [this] is absolutely not the kind of health care that the

American people want." McCullough, meanwhile, said: “If anything, we need doctors working as a team.

Doctors cannot be left out. [In addition], we cannot allow one person to occupy a position of visual authority, or maybe even

operational authority, when it comes to a complicated problem like the response to the pandemic.” McCullough said the CDC "owes

the United States an explanation about the safety of vaccines," since it has millions of reports on it. He continued: “There is a

prevailing opinion at the CDC and the Food and Drug Administration that the vaccine will not be effective until it is taken by

everyone, not just once.

I can tell you: that prevailing opinion, in my personal opinion, is wrong." Malone called the CDC's actions "scientiKc fraud" and

explained that he would face penalties if he did the same. I think we are all owed an apology. It turns out that we are completely

vindicated, ”he said. www.brighteon.com/f6da29fe-8643-40fa-afc5-49ba1a8ba899

 pharmaceuticalfraud.com/2022-02-22-robert-malone-ryan-cole-cdc-hiding-..  www.nytimes.com/.../covid-cdc-data.html
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Arlen 1 Musk is one of the worst.
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Helena442
Joined On 9/12/2022 7:58:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stay away from books on Fauci, Ending Plague etc. If you’re new to vcn harms of course, educate on all vcn harms. As for the rest of

these permitted diversion books, podcasts and announcements were allowing a real weapon of mass destruction to stand or xoat above

or near us daily. Brought and bought by people who passionately believe they are following through on the most moral and ethical calling

they were born to do. Depopulate us. They tell us their intentions too. They believe they must tell us or it’s unethical. It may be in small

print, in a word salad, or TED talk or direct. But they do. “ Now for our next pandemic “ = more will get sick we’re turning the 5G up in this

or that area.

Listeria, xu, rsv, stomach virus etc. That's all that it means. But every new introduction to a frequency will cause serious illness. 60ghz

takes 98% of the atmosphere’s oxygen. Gates and Trump do not have any 5G apparatus in the neighborhood. Trump ushered it in. Schwab

goes to the beach with a faraday net on his head. Many doctors will know who will get sick by their zip codes. And there is no particular

favoritism I can see. There are stealth towers( made to look like a palm tree or whatever native tree around it) usually surrounded by now

dead trees, birds, insects, bees that don’t know how to pollinate anymore. People dying.

SO DONT LET THEM TELL YOU ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE OR HOW MANY CARBON CREDITS YOU USED ORDERING A CHRISTMAS GIFT,

OR YOU NEED TO BUY AN ENERGY CONSUMING MONSTER CARCINOGEN ELECTRIC CAR AND SIT ON ITS BATTERY TO DRIVE OR

CONTROL US TO SAVE THE EARTH WHEN THEY HAVE PUT UP THE MOST HARMFUL TECHNOLOGY TO DATE. THEY REALLY BELIEVE IN

CLIMATE CHANGE THREATS? TEAR IT ALL DOWN. PERIOD. ENVIRONMENT USE IS A MARXIST TACTIC. SEE THE MANIFESTO IN ITS

WHOLE, NOT THE CAREFULLY SELECTED PAGES MADE INTO LIBERAL COLLEGE HANDOUTS THAT MAKE HIM APPEAR TO BE A

MISUNDERSTOOD CARING MAN BY OMITTING “WHY” HE SPEAKS OF THE ENVIRONMENT SO ELOQUENTLY. YOU NEED TO TURN THE

PAGE
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From Oct 14, 2022 - Report reveals environmental impact of mining for lithium to power electric cars -

www.worldtribune.com/report-reveals-environmental-impact-of-mining-for..
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Dr. Malone is not who you think he is. The creator of the mRNA has continued to trick people into thinking he has joined the good guys!

DO NOT BE DECEIVED!
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I haven't watched the video with Malone yet. Nor have I read all, as of this moment, 111 comments. A few days ago Guillermou brought to

our attention that Malone had Kled a lawsuit against the Breggins in late October. I was and am still stunned and haven't had time to sus

out where the truth lies between those two parties. Did Malone overreact or did the Breggins truly slander/liable him? They should be

allies, not adversaries. Does anyone here have any insight on this matter?
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Hi epi-cure. Malone now seems to agree that the push for Reiner Fuellmich's "Crimes Against Humanity." “At the very least, from my

reading, one has to conclude that if this report stands up and is conKrmed by others in the barren world of life insurance actuaries,

we have both a great human tragedy and a profound failure of government public policy. of the US and the US HHS system to serve

and protect the citizens who pay for this 'service,'” says Malone. “IF this is true, then the aggressively promoted genetic vaccines

have failed, and the clear federal campaign to prevent early treatment with life-saving drugs has contributed to massive and

preventable loss of life.” At worst, the Biden regime's federal workplace hacking mandates have, in fact, sparked a veritable crime

against humanity, and Trump can't be left free either, because he's the one who sped these things up.

before handing over the Operation Warp Speed program to Biden for the last phase of its implementation. “PLUS, we have also

been living through the most massive globally coordinated campaign of censorship and propaganda in the history of the human

race,” Malone adds. “All the major media and social media technology companies have coordinated to stixe and suppress any

discussion of the risks of genetic vaccines AND/OR alternative early treatments.”

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../what-if-the-largest-experiment-on  

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../what-if-the-largest-experiment-on   (2022)
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Hi epi- I think Malone is also suing Dr Jane Ruby. Not sure the reasoning but yes, they both had openly maligned his efforts. Do I

know where Malone is heading? Not clear if he is simply trying to clear his name or what he is working for, as he mentioned in a

recent interview that immediately upon releasing some information, he was attacked by both sides. Will his lawsuits stick? Maybe

or maybe not. There's a camp that says he is controlled opposition, and another camp who sees someone who got vaxxed, nearly

lost his life and livelihood and started questioning everything he had been doing for the past 20 years or so. I cannot get balanced

info., and not for no effort made!! You can certainly help.
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Guillermou  Malones overall stance against the medical travesty which seems to align with the Breggins is what makes it all the

more incredulous that there is a feud between them. My simple need to know question is whether there's documentation verbatim

for what the Breggins allegedly said about Malone or is Malone taking liberties with his assertions?
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epicure .you want logic? Here's a link Dr M posted yesterday to a Malone commentary about "Died Suddenly" -

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../sins-of-information-warfare  - - to me, his logic makes sense. But his idea of information warfare is

highly idealistic. My ideas are not exactly on the same track. See what you think. Realize the artistic license taken in the

documentary may have assisted it to go viral, (a minimum of 14 million views as of late last week) and effect changes in

understanding the dangers that just were not getting out from a small circle of non-compliant people.

Am not saying Dr Malone is being high and mighty with his comments; at the same time, it takes a variety of viewpoints to get this

information out to the general public. Dr. Malone carefully chooses his words and descriptions. Yet the Lincoln Memorial speeches

of Jan 2021 barely reached beyond CHD, the Highwire and a few other outlets. And Robert Kennedy Jr. mentioned he has a

massive 350 person prooKng team behind whatever he publishes. Do the ends justify the means? The documentary is a viewpoint;

and ethics may not strictly apply as real life is not a court of law. Where to draw that line???
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OK, Found the Dr. Jane Ruby show in question: www.independentconservative.com/2022/12/03/dr-jane-ruby-says-dr-robert..  -

second one down the page. She hosted Dr Breggin in which he disagreed with Mass Formation Psychosis. I missed this earlier in

the fall, not sure what to make of this. See what you think, gotta headache after listening to this.
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The way I understand it, and I am by no means well-versed in this, it was the word "psychosis" that was added onto the words

"mass formation" that deeply alarmed some people like Dr. Breggin, who are watching closely. Apparently, the concern is that those

words, that phrase, could potentially be twisted to be used against those who disagree with the shots. Kind of like what they are

trying to legislate in Canada right now against those who refuse the poison dart. They are trying to label them as mentally ill for not

wanting the shot.

This legislation would then allow the government to round them up and treat them with anti-depressants or whatever the

government thinks would "help" them accept the injection. There is grave concern that this could potentially lead to incarceration

and possibly even forced vaccination, if the unvacksed are declared mentally ill (psychosis). It is also my understanding that the

diagnosis of mass formation psychosis is currently NOT a legitimate medical diagnosis anywhere, so why did they come up with

it?
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Dr. Malone Kled his lawsuit on October 30, 2022 and included it in one of his most recent substack articles explaining "I did not

seek this, I did not provoke this, and I repeatedly sought to get the defendants to stop attacking me (and Dr. Mattias Desmet),

Knally including sending a cease and desist legal letter to the defendants. Which prompted yet another attack which was further

ampliKed on social media. I was left with no other option....Defendants brazenly republished the false and defamatory Statements

about Dr. Malone even after they were notiKed that Dr. Malone contended in a lengthy letter that the Statements were false and

defamatory. This is evidence of actual malice." rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../just-the-facts
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Listen/watch the Jane Ruby interview I found. Dr Breggin did extensive research for his book. I dunno, Think about it: you need to

look at both sides of the picture without jumping to conclusions for either side...in all likelihood, both are correct from their

particular points of view. AND who wins? The lawyers.
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Thanks all, for the input. I'm going to view then review what available evidence there is, then table the topic again when time

permits.
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ROBERT W. MALONE M.D., M.S.'S POSTS: childrenshealthdefense.org/.../robert-w-malone-m-d
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Lastly, please see Dr. Jack Kruse website. A neurosurgeon that realized what was occurring. He goes deep and doesn’t put it into laymens

terms, but I believe one doesn’t need a degree in molecular biology to understand. The root of illness is the state of our mitochondriia.

That simple and complicated. What makes us sick are reactions to man made toxins. Which attack our mitochondria. Or long story short,

we’re living outside Gods natural and healthy intentions for us. Our bodies can’t tell day from night, we’re being radiated, computers and

social media are dehumanizing and killing us and especially our children. LED bulbs are horrible for health. The sun isn’t trying to kill us,

on the contrary.

Sunblock on the other hand is and has been slowly killing us. Lowering our Vit d and covering us in carcinogenic cream. Our skin and

eyes need the sun to make cholesterol then Vit d. Without cholesterol we will be very sick. What clogs our arteries? Look towards calcium

and stop supplementing. As living in emf soup disrupts our calcium voltage channels. CalciKcation we see on things outside is the same

harm for us internally. Oxidation same thing. We’re rusting, in a sense. Once again Hollywood foreshadows. The series about rapid aging,

SEE series about blind civilization, MNufht S movie where people just commit suicide everywhere, last episode of Year of the Rabbit

series sheds light on the dangers and behavior changes early electricity brought on.

Song of The Sea, a beautiful animated movie shows a child running in only nature, then she comes upon a now obvious electrical

structure and she sits. A grey streak comes across her hair and bags under her eyes develop, she be pale and it only progresses. More to

the movie but it’s there. Some show us nefariously, some I like to think are trying to tell us some truth. -Book- The Invisible Rainbow by

Arthur Firstenberg Takebackyourpower.net -Barrie Trower on Wi-Fi on Rumble -Dr. Jack Kruse website - Book The Body Electric
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WHY GOOGLE MERCOLA? Using Google Services to secure your website/accounts seems a bit odd considering your stance on privacy

and health? "Google Captcha" has prevented me many-a-time, from being able to log into your website. I also believe "Google Tag

Manager", a JS script is being used to target speciKc users from accessing censored website all together. Even Windscribe VPN has now

an AI feature dubbed ROBERT that blocks disinformation news websites and you are on that list. Wish someone would look into Google

Tag Manager a bit more as there seems to be some concern of it being a censoring tool found on popular discussion boards... Anyway,

there are options to Google for site security.
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Malone and Kennedy both assert that there was a pandemic. The hard data and voluminous evidence illustrates clearly there was not- it

was mass murder in the hospitals among other things. There was no viral event. Given that fact how do you assert that they are "truth

tellers" in regards to the non-existent pandemic and ensuing crimes?  There are much better sources than Malone (Rancourt, Fitts, etc.)

to understand what happened in 2020 and what is currently happening. In fact if he is one of your leasding sources you will end up

spinning your wheels. The guy has been wrong on numerous vital aspects of this fraud from day one.
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Painful amount of bs-Textbook balanced positive actor- Elvis outdoes Bernie Sanders-Kudos for playing one and the all of us so very well

... all idols rot in hell-
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Who is it you want to rot in hell?
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This is Hell already. We are all rotting until Kguring how to escape. It won't be by forming "communities". You are on your own.
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